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SUMMER TOUR 2019
WITH ALEX NEWMAN

CALL THE CONTACT PERSON FOR YOUR CITY TO PURCHASE TICKETS!

There is a reason the Deep State globalists sound so confident about the success of their agenda — they have a secret weapon: More than 
85 percent of American children are being indoctrinated by radicalized government schools. In this explosive talk, Alex Newman exposes 
the insanity that has taken over the public school system. From the sexualization of children and the reshaping of values to deliberate 
dumbing down, Alex shows how dangerous this threat is — not just to our children, but also to the future of faith, family, and freedom 
 — and what every American can do about it.

Alex has a B.S. degree in journalism from the University of 
Florida with an emphasis on economics and international 
relations, as well as an A.A. degree in foreign languages 
from Miami-Dade College. He is co-author of the book 
Crimes of the Educators, and currently serves as a foreign 
correspondent for The New American magazine and an 
Advanced Economics teacher at FreedomProject Academy. Alex Newman
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American children are 
progressively doing worse 
in math, reading, and 
other subjects, while being 
indoctrinated with leftist 
pablum — the cause and 
the prognosis. (February 4, 
2019, 48pp)       TNA190204

The Age of Artificial Intelligence...

What Screens Are Doing...

Drag Queen Story Hours — stories 
read by drag queens — are being 
promoted countrywide by the LGBTQ 
lobby, Big Business, and Big Media to 
groom the next generation to be immoral.
(August 5, 2019, 48pp)          TNA190805

“Drag”ing Kids Into 
the LGBTQ Abyss

Machines that  can do 
autonomous problem solving 
are here. These machines will 
obviously transform society 
from the workplace to the 
home, but will the changes be 
for the good?  (May 20, 2019, 
48pp)            TNA190520

Many parents worry that their 
children too often use video 
devices — smartphones, 
video games, TVs — and that 
the overuse is hurting their 
children. They’re right. We 
explain the problems and tell 
some strategies to help. (June 
17, 2019, 48pp)         TNA190617

Most Americans are unaware of 
the sheer magnitude of illegal 
immigration to our country 
or its repercussions: disease, 
crime, and costs. (July 8, 2019, 
48pp)                          TNA190708

The United States-Mexico-
Canada Agreement (USMCA) 
has been heralded by some 
as sovereignty-protecting, 
job-saving replacement for 
NAFTA, but  the pact’s contents 
say otherwise. (July 22, 2019, 
48pp)                     TNA190722
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Cover story

  CULTURE

 10 “Drag”ing Kids Into the LGBTQ Abyss
by William F. Jasper — Outraged parents and grandparents are 
fighting to protect America’s children from the Drag Queen Story 
Hour explosion being promoted by the militant LGBTQ lobby and its 
Big Business/Big Media allies.

Features

  POLITICS

17  Democratic Socialists of America:  
Communism for the New Millennium 
by Trevor Loudon —  Democratic socialists say they don’t want 
full-on communism. But that’s not what they say privately.  

  WORLD

 23 China Seizes Another UN Agency
by Alex Newman —  China is arm-twisting UN members to control 
UN departments, in preparation to head a UN global government.

  CULTURE

 27 The Racist American Flag?
by Joe Wolverton II, J.D. —  Liberals are using a political protest 
by Nike spokesman Colin Kaepernick against the original 13-star 
American flag to try to associate the U.S. flag with hate and racism.

  HISTORY — PAST AND PERSPECTIVE

 33 1619: A Vital Year in the History  
of Virginia — and America
by Steve Byas — Jamestown, Virginia, was the first English foothold 
in the new world, and the year 1619 featured three events there that 
changed the path of this country’s future.

  THE LAST WORD

 44 Facebook Slaps JBS  
With “Hate Speech” Violation 
by Luis Miguel
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Nuclear Fallout
I was generally very pleased with Steve 
Byas’ excellent article revealing many of 
the myths regarding nuclear power (“Nucle-
ar Power: The Promise vs. Irrational Fear,” 
June 3 issue). But I have to note one error 
that appeared in the article a couple of times, 
as in the caption for the photo of post-blast 
Hiroshima. He states: “The bombs killed 
many thousands, in the blasts themselves 
and the ensuing fallout.” This triggered my 
memories as a nuclear weapon operations 
and safety officer in the Air Force.

There were no fallout casualties in ei-
ther Hiroshima or Nagasaki. While there 
were many radiation casualties, these 
were all from exposure to the flash, which 
emits instant and intense radiation.

There is a simple reason for this: Fall-
out consists of vaporized and condensed 
material that is actually in contact with 
the fireball of the nuclear explosion. The 
20-kiloton bombs over Japan were “air 
burst” attacks, designed to maximize blast 
and fire effects. They detonated at an alti-
tude where the fireball did not contact the 
ground — so the only solids consumed 
and lifted in the mushroom cloud were 
the bomb’s own components. There was 
no mass of solids from buildings and such 
sucked up, and then dispersed downwind 
ominously as tiny particles of dust. So 
there were zero fallout casualties in Japan 
from the atom bombs we dropped.

That has happened, though, with actual 
ground bursts, particularly in a 1954 test 
around the Marshall Islands, where bad 
planning exposed downwind islands and 
their inhabitants to serious fallout from a 
ground burst in our early testing.

Hal Rounds
Somerville, Tennessee

Not Fixing an Illness
The general argument used to support an 
abortion is that a woman has the right to 
use her body as she sees fit. The shortcom-

ing of this position is 

that once she becomes pregnant, her body 
now possesses a creature independent of 
the body’s normal functioning, with the 
woman’s body acting as a vessel. This 
vessel’s primary function is to protect and 
nourish this separate entity until birth, now 
considered a child.

When an abortion is performed, it is not 
the same as, for example, removing a lung, 
kidney, or any organ from the woman’s 
body. Rather, the operation is exclusively 
done to kill and remove the living child 
from the womb, while not disturbing any 
other function of her body. After the abor-
tion, the woman’s body returns to the state 
it had been in prior to pregnancy. 

Remember, for a pregnancy to occur, 
a male sperm is needed, and this further 
complicates the naked position that it is 
solely the woman who is affected when a 
child is aborted.

lou Colombo
New Bern, North Carolina

Benefits of Diversity? 
Currently there is a big push to teach “di-
versity” in our schools. Our students are 
being educated about people different 
than themselves, but it seems there is no 
point of reference. Speaking to students, I 
have found that this often causes them to 
band together into their different groups 
and separate, instead of causing them to 
be accepting and congregate. Diversity is 
causing further division. It seems that we 
were on track to being colorblind. Now we 
have been derailed.

Shouldn’t we instead be teaching how 
people are alike? The United States be-
came the big melting pot and created one 
of the most successful nations to exist in 
modern times. As human beings we have 
much in common: feelings, love of fam-
ily, friendship, education, love of country 
(though this is being distorted by some 
groups), and many other aspects.

 William F. HineseR, dPm
Sent via e-mail
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The Bulletproof 
George Washington
First published in 1990, this thrilling account of God’s care 
of George Washington during the French and Indian War 
is a story that once appeared in many history textbooks 
but has since disappeared. You’ll learn about Washing-
ton’s character, God’s miraculous protection of him in 
battle, and Washington’s open gratitude for God’s inter-
vention on his behalf. (2009ed, 59pp, pb, $8.95ea)   BKBGW
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Wives of the Signers 
Wives of the Signers describes those women who, along-
side their husbands, experienced the trials and triumphs 
of the struggle for independence and the challenge of 
building a new nation. Though they did not participate 
in conventions or congresses, they were at the heart of 
every soul-stirring event. (2001ed, 283pp, pb, 1/$13.95ea; 

2+/$12.95ea)              BKWOTS

Lives of the Signers
Many Americans today know of the importance of the 
Declaration of Independence, but how many know about 
its signers? This book provides a brief biography of each 
signer. These biographies highlight the chief events in the 
lives of the men who stood as sponsors at the baptism in 
blood of our infant republic. (2002, 384pp, pb, 1/$12.95ea; 

2-5/$11.95ea; 6+/$10.95ea) BKLOS

Give Me Liberty: 
The Uncompromising 
Statesmanship of Patrick Henry
This examination of Patrick Henry’s life, compiled in a 
hard-bound edition, reveals Patrick Henry to be a true 
American patriot and hero. He was both a brilliant orator 
and revered statesman, whose love of liberty helped fuel 
the fire of the American War for Independence. (1997, 
285pp, hb, 1/$33.95ea; 2+/$30.95ea) BKGML

The Real James Madison 
Of all the illustrious men in the cadre known as our 
Founding Fathers, upon only one has history bestowed 
the title “Father of the Constitution” — James Madison. 
Madison was perhaps an unlikely candidate for such an 
appellation, but it is one he unquestionably earned. (2018, 

446pp, pb, $19.95ea; 2+/$17.95ea)             BKTRJM

America’s God and Country 
This book of quotes consists of profound and inspiring 
thoughts from our Founding Fathers, presidents, states-
men, scientists, and others. These selections eloquently 
capture America’s noble heritage. The material is alpha-
betically arranged by author, fully footnoted, and indexed 

by subject. (2013ed, 845pp, hb, 1/$24.95ea; 2+/$22.95ea)  
                  BKAGCHB

American Political Writings 
— SET OF TWO
A must-have collection of 76 dissertations, sermons, and 
orations selected by the editors as the best writings of 
the founding era on the conception and establishment 
of republican government in America. (1983, 1,418pp, pb, 
$23.95ea)                  BKSAPW
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A new study, published July 5 in 
Psychiatry Research, “conclud-
ed that psychiatric diagnoses 
are scientifically worthless as 
tools to identify discrete mental 
health disorders,” reported Neu-
roscienceNews.com on July 8.

“The study, led by research-
ers from the University of 
Liverpool, involved a detailed 
analysis of five key chapters 
of the latest edition of the 
widely used Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual (DSM), on 
‘schizophrenia’, ‘bipolar disorder’, ‘depressive disorders’, ‘anxi-
ety disorders’ and ‘trauma-related disorders’,” the site continues.

The DSM (currently in its fifth edition) is considered the “psy-
chiatrist’s bible” and was “created to provide a common diagnostic 
language for mental health professionals and attempt to provide 
a definitive list of mental health problems, including their symp-
toms,” NeuroscienceNews.com also informs. Unfortunately, far 
from being infallible, the researchers warn that the book’s diag-
nostic labeling represents “a disingenuous categorical system.”

Lead researcher Dr. Kate Allsopp of the University of Liv-
erpool said, “Although diagnostic labels create the illusion of 

an explanation they are scientifi-
cally meaningless and can create 
stigma and prejudice.”

A colleague of hers at the uni-
versity, Professor Peter Kinder-
man, chimed in, “The diagnostic 
system wrongly assumes that all 
distress results from disorder.” He 
can say that again, and this ex-
plains something noted at Study-
Finds.org’s July 9 report on the re-
search. To wit: “More people are 
being diagnosed with mental ill-
nesses than ever before.” 

StudyFinds theorizes that this could be owing to screen addic-
tion and heavy social-media use and people’s greater willingness 
to acknowledge mental-health problems. 

StudyFinds also quotes University of East London Professor 
John Read, who rendered his prescription. “Perhaps it is time 
we stopped pretending that medical-sounding labels contribute 
anything to our understanding of the complex causes of human 
distress or of what kind of help we need when distressed,” he 
said. Or, perhaps, we should rediscover timeless wisdom and stop 
regarding psychology as any kind of science. Note that “psychol-
ogy” was once not an “ology” but merely part of “philosophy.” 

Study: Psychiatric Diagnoses Worthless and “Scientifically Meaningless”

Move over EU, there may be another alliance in town. While on 
our side of the Atlantic one Democratic presidential candidate 
promises to import 700-percent more “refugees” and another 
impugns Christianity, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán is 
seeking a Baltic-state alliance to combat migration and support 
Christian culture.

This was the substance of a meeting this week between Orbán 
and Estonian Interior Minister Mart Helme, as Breitbart outlined 
July 10. “The talks occurred in Budapest and saw the Hungarian 
leader and Mr Helme, who also serves as deputy prime minister 
in Estonia, agree that protecting Christian culture and supporting 
effective control of the European Union external borders were 
priorities, Hungarian broadcaster MTVA reports.”

Fertility rates are below replacement level (2.1 children per 
woman) in virtually every Western/European nation and in the 
better part of 100 countries worldwide; Hungary’s and Estonia’s 
rates are, respectively, 1.46 and 1.60. The European Union’s av-
erage is 1.58.

This has been used as a pretext for allowing the recent years’ 
Third World (largely Muslim) wave migration into Europe, a 
phenomenon that has led to burgeoning crime, terrorist attacks, 
sexual assaults on women and children, and the rise of Islamic 
no-go zones. The pitch, issued by leaders such as German Chan-
cellor Angela Merkel, has been “We need workers!”

There’s been no stauncher opponent of the globalist, anti-

sovereignty, immigrationist Machiavellians than Orbán. After 
his Fidesz party won a massive victory in European Parliament 
elections in May on a platform of thwarting mass (im)migration, 
his government vowed to “keep Hungary Hungarian.”

But Western Europe’s immigrationist default is that once out-
siders enter your country — whether as workers or refugees — 
they eventually get citizenship. This exposes immigrationists’ 
true motivations.

Yet even if we accept the economic immigrationist argument, 
Hungary has an answer. “Healthy families are more important 
than economic growth judged purely on figures on a spread-
sheet,” the Hungarian government told Breitbart June 7 while 
explaining newly implemented pro-child policies.

Hungary Seeks Alliance to Oppose Migration and Support Christianity 
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Once a two-time deputy prime minister of Australia, Barnaby Joyce 
is now a “backbencher” only representing rural New South Wales. 
As such, he has finally told everyone what he really thinks about 
the man-made climate-change agenda: It’s “barking” madness.

American Thinker’s Thomas Lifson explained July 11 how 
Joyce became an “honest man,” writing, “As deputy P.M. serving 
in coalition under the leadership of warmist true believer Malcolm 
Turnbull, Joyce could not speak his mind for fear of those inter-
ests. But Australia has a new liberal (conservative) government 
following federal elections last May 19, with the margin of victory 

attributed by most observers to the opposition by Scott Morrison, 
the new leader of the Liberals, to closing a major coal mine.”

As Joyce, now a “backbencher,” wrote on Facebook July 9:

One of the few graces of being on the backbench is you can 
be honest with what your views really are. I believe this is 
one of the greatest policy phantoms, the misguided and quite 
ludicrous proposition that Australia can have any affect [sic] 
on the climate.…

You don’t get the feeling when you listen to the politi-
cal propaganda or the supporting lobbyists that there is any 
doubt about their capacity to “fix the climate problem” I 
do get the feeling that you will be tried for heresy if you 
dare question the zeitgeist so you basically have to lie about 
your honest assessment of what the hell we are doing to our 
economy, standard of living, our basic rights and the real 
future of our children.

Today, more than in the past, the political debate is set 
within a predetermined paradigm. Participants can not ague 
[sic] outside these preset boundaries….

I hate to say it but I doubt the majority of people on 
the planet, give a toss about the Paris Agreement. I would 
be amazed if one percent of the planet could competently 
explain it.

Aussie Politician Finally Tells Truth on “Global Warming”

A majority of America’s military veterans say the costs of the 
United States’ seemingly endless wars have outweighed their 
benefits, and the general public agrees with them, according to 
two new Pew Research Center polls.

The surveys, conducted between May 14 and June 3, asked 
respondents about their views of three of America’s longest on-
going foreign interventions: Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. The 
Afghanistan War was launched in 2001, allegedly to avenge the 
9/11 attacks and to prevent future ones. The Iraq War began less 
than two years later under false pretenses, and while most U.S. 
troops were withdrawn in 2011, about 5,000 remain, according 
to Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. The U.S. military has been 
involved in the Syrian Civil War since at least 2014. All three 
campaigns, of course, were preceded by years of both covert and 
overt U.S. intervention in these same countries.

Veterans, and Americans in general, are the most pessimistic 
about the Iraq invasion and its aftermath. A whopping 64 percent 
of veterans said the war was not worth its costs; 62 percent of all 
Americans agreed. Only 33 percent of veterans and 32 percent of 
the general public believe the war was worth it.

Respondents were slightly more optimistic when it came to 
Afghanistan. Fifty-eight percent of veterans and 59 percent of 
the public think U.S. intervention in the “graveyard of empires” 
has been a bust, while 38 percent of veterans and 36 percent of 
Americans consider it worthwhile.

The Syrian escapade, perhaps because of its shorter duration 
and lower profile, was viewed the most favorably, albeit still 
more negatively than positively. Fifty-five percent of veterans 
and 58 percent of Americans in general say its costs outweigh its 
benefits. Only 42 percent of veterans and 36 percent of the public 
hold the opposite opinion.

According to Pew, “Veterans who served in either Iraq or 
Afghanistan are no more supportive of those engagements than 
those who did not serve in these wars. And views do not differ 
based on rank or combat experience.” n

Veterans Say America’s Wars Aren’t Worth It, Poll Finds
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Four Upstarts Being Used to Make Pelosi Seem Moderate
“Nancy Pelosi and the establishment wing of the Democratic Party are 
not moderates. These people all embrace varying degrees of an extreme 
progressive agenda including radical environmentalism; socialized medi-
cine; evisceration of gun rights; abortion on demand; health care and 
welfare for illegal immigrants; open borders; confiscatory personal and 
corporate tax hikes; softness on Iran and on terrorism; leftist judicial ac-
tivism; wholesale runs around the Constitution; abolishing the Electoral 
College; allowing 16-year-olds and felons to vote; and much more.”
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is engaged in a dust-up with four House 
members of her own party who style themselves as “progressives.” 
Journalist David Limbaugh insists that while the four (Democrat 
Representatives Ocasio-Cortez, Omar, Tlaib, and Pressley) are truly 
radical, the remaining Democrats in the House are radical enough to complete Obama’s scheme to 
fundamentally transform this nation.

She Leaves Out the Very Important Word “Legal”
“Americans know that immigrants helped weave the very fabric of our 
country in the past, and they know that immigrants belong here today.”
When announcing her immigration plan, Senator Elizabeth Warren 
(D-Mass.) failed to note that the immigrants who helped build our na-
tion came here legally, not by breaking our laws and entering illegally.

Longshot Candidate Wants Female  
Soccer Star as Secretary of State
“My first act will be to ask Megan Rapinoe to be my Secretary of 
State. I haven’t asked her yet so this could be a surprise to her.”
Washington State’s Governor Jay Inslee shocked even some of his 
backers with his choice of the vulgar, outspoken athlete. During the 
World Cup tournament, she refused to put her hand over her heart and 

sing the national anthem, and she knelt while others stood at attention during the playing of the anthem.

Academic Defends First Amendment With Poignant Queries
“We might ask to prosecute the owner of a Jewish delicatessen who refused to provide service for a 
neo-Nazi affair. Should a black catering company be forced to cater a Ku Klux Klan affair? Should the 
NAACP be forced to open its membership to racist skinheads? Should the Congressional Black Caucus 
be forced to open its membership to white members of Congress?”
Professor Walter E. Williams laments that too many Americans are hostile to the principles of liberty 
appearing in the Bill of Rights. He wants “liberty for me and liberty for my fellow man.”

Goodbye CNN; You Won’t Be Missed
“Look at CNN. You will never see that as a credible network again. I think it has committed suicide. Do you 
know that there are more people with pet chickens in America than view 
CNN. It now reaches two-tenths of one percent of the American people.”
The founder and chief spokesman for the D.C.-based Media Research 
Center, Brent Bozell monitors the news media. He has little taste for 
CNN, the supposedly unbiased network founded by Ted Turner. He has 
a similarly dour opinion of MSNBC. 

GOP Congressman Quits Party
“I’ve become disenchanted with party politics and frightened by what I 
see from it. The two-party system has evolved into an existential threat 
to American principles and institutions.”
In his fifth term as a Republican representative from Michigan,  
Justin Amash will now be the only Independent in the House of 
Representatives. n

— ComPiled by JoHn F. mCmanus
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by William F. Jasper

t’s a sunny June Saturday and preschool tykes normally might 
be enjoying their innocence by playing in the park or, perhaps, 
by visiting the local library for a reading of Winnie the Pooh 

or The Cat in the Hat.
But these are not “normal” times, so as we drive up to the 

Spokane Public Library’s South Hill branch, in Spokane, Wash-
ington, we are greeted with a sea of rainbow flags and banners, 
and 300-400 garishly clad revelers, including bearded “ladies” 
in glittery gowns, facing off against 150-200 opponents, mostly 
Christians of various denominations. In between these two op-
posing forces are lots of police officers and half-a-dozen police 
cars with red-blue lights flashing. Welcome to Drag Queen Story 
Hour, the latest bizarre salvo in the long-running degeneracy war 
more euphemistically referred to as the sexual revolution.

The Drag Queen Story Hour phenomenon is not new; it was 
launched in 2015 in San Francisco (where else?). Men cavort-
ing around in caked-on makeup and mascara, leather-&-lace 
bodices, fishnet stockings, sequined bikinis — and worse — 
used to be relegated to the transvestite freak shows of San Fran-
cisco and the debauched residents of New York, Chicago, New 
Orleans, and other major cities. If they ventured out of their 
“adult entertainment” zones, and particularly if they attempted 
to associate with children, they were almost certain to face ar-

Outraged parents and grandparents are fighting to protect America's children 

from the Drag Queen Story Hour explosion being promoted by the militant 

LGBTQ lobby and its Big Business/Big Media allies.

rest. Today, however, “progressive” politicos and the forces of 
political correctness that run many of our cities are demanding 
that these burlesque shows be brought to toddlers in public li-
braries and public schools — and that the taxpayers subsidize it. 
Childhood innocence is no longer a sacred thing to be guarded. 
In fact, according to the prevailing purveyors of enlightened 
“popular culture,” even very young children should be — must 
be — exposed to every conceivable sexual vice and perversion. 
The depraved are coming to rescue the deprived! Are we exag-
gerating? Not one bit!

As Alex Newman reported for THe neW ameRiCan in June, 
California’s new “Health Education Framework” for kindergar-
ten through 12th grade is so incredibly immoral that it should 
shock even the most liberal and “progressive” parents. “From 
teaching children that there are infinite genders, to how-to manu-
als on sexual perversions so dangerous and obscene they cannot 
be described here, there seem to be no moral boundaries or taboos 
that are not being deliberately broken,” he wrote.

“Nothing is beyond the pale,” noted Newman. “For instance, 
the indoctrination on transgenderism begins in kindergarten, 
with children being encouraged to question their ‘gender’ and 
‘gender stereotypes.’ And it gets progressively more extreme 
from there: sexual relationships with multiple partners, anal 
sex, masturbation, ‘fisting,’ ‘blood play,’ sado-masochism, and 
much more. Even ‘education’ on child rape as a ‘sexual orien-
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tation’ was being foisted on children in 
the state, at least before a massive outcry 
shut that down — temporarily, no doubt.”

“The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans-
gender, Queer, Intersex + (LGBTQI+) 
agenda is being infused into the entire 
curriculum from the earliest years,” New-
man warned. That is what is being man-
dated in the “Golden State’s” government 
school system. The Drag Queen Story 
Hour is part of the softening-up process 
to push similar programs across the rest 
of the country. In the past couple of years, 
it has exploded nationwide, thanks to the 
efforts of the LGBTQ “rainbow mafia” 
matrix of Big Government, Big Business, 
Big Media, Big Tech, and Big Academia. 

If the levy goes through, critics fear, 
drag queens will be back in force. Your 
reporter was unable to gain entrance to 
the June 15 Drag Queen Story Hour. Both 
excuses given for barring my entry were 
bogus: 1) that I didn’t have proper press 
credentials; and 2) that the library was 
too crowded with children to accommo-
date additional press. The Spokane po-
lice, who were apparently under orders 
to be partial to the drag queen side of the 
street, did not confront or arrest LGBTQ 
activists who crossed the street to taunt 
the opponents. Reportedly, some Chris-
tians were pelted with eggs and other 
objects, but no attempts were made to ar-
rest the perpetrators. However, they did 
arrest Afshin Yagtin, the pastor of New 
Covenant Baptist Church in Spokane and 
the publisher/editor of Saved Magazine, 
when he peacefully attempted to enter 
the South Hill branch library to witness 
what he called the “Drag Queen Perver-
sion Hour.”

“Grooming” and “Queering”
On June 22 at the downtown Spokane 
Public Library, police and library offi-
cials were more accommodating, perhaps 
due to threats of lawsuits for violating the 
First Amendment guarantees of members 
of the press at the South Hill branch the 
previous week. Again, several hundred 
supporters and protesters lined opposite 
sides of the street, yelling through mega-
phones, singing, and playing music. 
Along with around a dozen other mem-
bers of the media, I went through TSA-
type security screening and was admitted 
to the press area, a cordoned-off corner 
of a room that soon filled with about 150 
children (mostly in the three- to five-year 
age range) and 75-100 adults. A “drag 
queen” — a man dressed as a woman — 
and a “drag king” — a woman dressed as 
a man — “performed” for the children, 
led them in song and dance routines, in-
cluding their catchy singalong recruit-
ment ditty “Drag Is Magic.” The refrain 
for the song goes: “Drag is for you. Drag 
is for me. Drag is fun. Drag is for every-
one. Cuz Drag is magic — Lalalalalalala, 
drag is magic.” Then drag queen “Tirrany 
Hex” read the children a favorite trans-
gender book, Not All Princesses Wear 
Pink. 

The constant claim of the Drag Queen 

In some cities, Drag Queen Story 
Hour (DQSH) is a year-round weekly 
program. Opponents of the event in Spo-
kane believe their city is being set up 
for a similar ongoing program of gender 
confusion and intensive LGBTQI indoc-
trination. However, the Spokane Public 
Library has announced that it would not 
schedule any additional drag queen read-
ings after the June 15 performance at the 
South Hill branch and the June 22 read-
ing at the main downtown library. Crit-
ics believe that announcement was made 
simply to diffuse public backlash against 
the program, especially since library of-
ficials are hoping voters will approve a 
new tax levy for the library in August. 
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“Drag is for you. Drag is for me. Drag is fun. Drag is for 
everyone. Cuz Drag is magic — Lalalalalalala. Drag is 
magic.” — sing-along song at Drag Queen Story Hour
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Woke inclusivity for tots: Transvestite “Angel Elektra” reads to children at the Forest Hills 
public library in Queens, New York. 
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Story Hour advocates is that there is abso-
lutely no LGBTQ agenda behind the story 
hour. Typical of these claims is that of Jackie 
Huba, an author and DQSH performer from 
Austin, Texas. “The only agenda these drag 
queens are trying to get across these kids is 
to have fun and learn a little bit about other 
people and accept other people,” Huba said, 
in an interview with AL.com. “It’s really 
just about an over-the-top character who 
is there to entertain children. Kids are cre-
ative. They love color and sparkle. That’s all 
there is to it. There is no more agenda than 
that.” Yes, it’s all about love, acceptance, 
inclusivity, tolerance, blah, blah — that’s 
all. Nothing to get your tutu in a twist over! 
No LGBTQ recruitment or propagandiz-
ing going on here. Yeah, right! That claim 
would be laughable, if the reality were not 
so serious. The glittery “queens” do not get 
the children bouncing, jumping, and sing-
ing to their tunes for mere “entertainment.” 

Some of the drag queens have been 
more forthright about their intentions. 

Dylan Pontiff, for instance, who per-
formed for the Drag Queen Story Hour in 
Lafayette, Louisiana, proudly told the Li-
brary Board, in a videotaped public testi-
mony: “This is going to be the grooming 
of the next generation.” Pontiff, who goes 
by the name Santana Pilar Andrews when 
in his drag persona, said, “We are trying to 
groom the next generation to not see the 
way” that the drag queen opponents see the 
world. Which is to say, that he and his ilk 
intend to transform the worldviews of your 
children by actively propagandizing them. 

The LGBTQ “groomers” have already 
succeeded to an alarming degree. If a 
recent study by the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles (UCLA) is to be be-
lieved, more than a quarter of California’s 
children ages 12 through 17 now identify 
as “gender non-conforming.” That was 

not even a term in the clinical lexicon a 
few short years ago, yet now it has been 
adopted by more than 25 percent of ado-
lescents — without any indoctrination to 
that effect? In other words, more than one 
in four teen boys now doubt the fact that 
they are male, and a similar proportion of 
girls question that they are female. That 
just suddenly happens without subver-
sive grooming and propagandizing? And 
yet, that has been accomplished by the 
educational-media-entertainment indus-
tries even before California’s new K-12 
Health Education Framework has been 
put into effect.

However, the sexual-social engineers 
are not content merely to triumph in 
coastal metropolitan areas; they are de-
termined to enlighten the rural hicks and 
small-town inhabitants of Middle America 
as well. How do we know? They tell us so, 
by both word and action.

A February 20, 2019 BBC News story 
entitled “Drag queen story hour in Amer-
ica’s Bible Belt,” for example, reported 
that the events “are moving out of the big 
cities and coming to conservative southern 
US states.” The story, which focuses on 
the Drag Queen Story Hour controversy 
in Greenville, South Carolina, notes that 
it “is part of a growing movement to bring 
these events to Middle America.” The 
BBC, which has been a huge promoter of 
the LGBTQ agenda in the U.K. and world-
wide, continues:

Jonathan Hamilt, a co-founder of 
Drag Queen Story Hour in New 
York, told the BBC they have seen 
“an exponential growth in the num-
ber of events in more conservative, 
rural and southern states over the last 
year.”

“We have chapters in Nebraska, 
Indiana and Alabama. I think it is 
partly a reaction to the political land-
scape of the US right now and a need 
for more queer programming for 
children.”

Mr. Hamilt says events in rural 
areas “definitely see more protests.” 
“When you leave big liberal areas, 
people tend to be more conservative. 
Their fear can come out as anger.”

You see, Hamilt, the culturally superior 
New Yorker, knows precisely what all you 

13Call 1-800-727-TRUE to subscribe today!
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Grotesque “groomers”: Drag Queen 
Story Hours are one of the latest efforts 
to mainstream and normalize perversion. 
Drag Queen Dylan Pontiff boasts they are 
“grooming the next generation.”
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primitive yokels of “Middle America” 
and the “Bible Belt” need: “more queer 
programming for children,” so they can 
be more like the “big liberal areas.”

Thirty Years of Subversion
The current onslaught of non-stop, 
escalating perversion is not some-
thing entirely new. It is merely the 
latest phase in the implementation of 
an explicit strategy of psychological, 
social, and moral subversion laid out 
in a comprehensive plan over three de-
cades ago. In previous articles in THe 
neW ameRiCan, particularly in the 
June 8, 1998 article “The Queering of 
America,” we went into considerable 
detail concerning this scheme, as put 
forward by Marshall Kirk and Hunter 
Madsen in their 1989 bestseller After 
the Ball: How America Will Conquer 
Its Fear and Hatred of Gays in the 
90’s.

Kirk and Madsen are not your run-
of-the-mill homosexual activists. 
They are Harvard-trained profession-
als in neuropsychiatry, public persua-
sion, and social marketing, and their 
book is both a theoretical and opera-
tional manual for what they call the 

“overhauling of straight Ameri-
ca.” They explicitly stated that by 
“overhauling” they mean “subvert-
ing” America.

“By conversion we actually mean 
something far more profoundly 
threatening to the American way of 
life,” they said. “We mean conversion 
of the average American’s emotions, 
mind and will, through a planned 
psychological attack. We mean ‘sub-
verting’ the mechanism of prejudice 
to our own ends — using the very 
process that made America hate us to 
turn their hatred into warm regard — 
whether they like it or not.”

Kirk and Madsen made it clear 
that they were declaring “war” on 
America and constantly invoked ag-
gressive, military terms such as “Tro-
jan Horse,” “deception,” “propagan-
da,” “war strategy,” “battle tactics,” 
“hand-to-hand combat,” “rage,” 
“fury,” “enemy,” “war conference,” 

he media coverage of the growing Drag Queen Story 
Hour “controversy” over the past several years follows 
a familiar pattern. While posing as objective news organ-

izations, the majority of the “mainstream” media have clearly 
taken sides in the culture war. They have unashamedly aligned 
themselves with the pervert lobby and have loaded their staffs 
with LGBTQ activists. They have joined as corporate sponsors 
of the most militant LGBTQ organizations that are attacking the 
family, Christianity, and traditional morality. 

Consider, for example, the Gay-Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation (GLAAD), one of the major promoters/defenders 
of the Drag Queen Story Hour. Its corporate sponsors include 
Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo, IBM, Delta Airlines, Hyundai, 
Budweiser, Allstate, ADP, Prudential, AT&T, and Marriott. 
GLAAD’s corporate media sponsors include Comcast/NBC 
Universal, Time Warner, CNN, TBS, HBO, Warner Bros., 
Disney, ABC, ESPN, CBS, Yahoo!, Univision, Viacom, Vari-
ety, and People magazine. These “mainstream” media entities 
march arm-in-arm with GLAAD’s openly queer media spon-

sors, such as The Advocate, Curve, Edge, Vulture, GO! Maga-
zine, Rage Monthly Magazine, Gloss Magazine, NEXT Maga-
zine, SF Weekly, and GayCities. 

It’s more of the same at PFLAG (Parents & Friends of Lesbi-
ans and Gays), whose corporate sponsors include Verizon, Suba-
ru, General Motors, Bloomberg, Citi, Apple, Walmart, KPMG, 
Johnson&Johnson, MetLife, Macy’s, and Facebook.

The National Lesbian & Gay Journalists Association 
(NLGJA) counts among its major donors Bloomberg LP, 
NBC Universal Media, General Motors, Prudential, and Eli 
Lily & Co. In addition to high-profile “out journalists” such 
as Don Lemon and Anderson Cooper (CNN), Rachel Maddow 
(MSNBC), and Shepard Smith (Fox), NLGJA brings out hun-
dreds of writers, editors, and media executives to its annual 
conferences and award banquets.

This blatant media collusion with the LGBTQ Lobby is a 
major reason why millions of Americans despise the Fake News 
Media and distrust its coverage of virtually every topic. n

— William F. JasPeR
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Child abuse? Eleven-year-old “Drag 
Kid” Desmond Napoles, who has 
“performed” at a homosexual bar, has 
been glorified by ABC’s Good Morning 
America, NBC’s Today, and other 
“mainstream media.”
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“attack,” “hate,” “vilify,” “destroy,” “con-
quer,” “subvert,” etc.

Their book provided a program of 
subversion-perversion-conversion that 
involves the systematic use of very so-
phisticated psychological techniques of 
desensitizing, jamming, and conditioning. 
By assiduously implementing its step-
by-step directions the pervert lobby has 
racked up one milestone victory after an-
other: admittance of homosexuals and les-
bians into the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts; 
legalized same-sex “marriage” and adop-
tion rights; mandated “domestic partner” 
policies for public and private employers; 
vast increases in government funding for 
all homosexual programs; explicit homo-
sexual “education” at all levels of school-
ing; abolition of state and local statutes 
restricting homosexual behavior — and 
much, much more.

Yet, it is one thing to conceive a brilliant, 
if diabolical, strategy, and quite another to 
carry it out. Kirk and Madsen did not have 
the resources to effect their subversive 
scheme. How then did their plans end up 
succeeding so wildly in such a relatively 
short time? Well, that takes us back to our 
reference to the LGBTQ “rainbow mafia” 
and the elite pervert lobby in Big Media, 
Big Business, Big Tech, Big Government, 
and Big Academia. 

We see those same forces 
hand-in-hand at work employ-
ing the same strategy and tac-
tics in the Drag Queen Story 
Hour that we have observed 
in those previous milestone 
battles. Big Media has espe-
cially played an enormous role 
in normalizing — even glam-
orizing — the DQSH agenda, 
and intimidating the opposi-
tion into silence by constantly 
playing the “tolerance” and 
“hate speech” cards. We’ll cite 
just a few representative ex-
amples.

Consider, for example, the 
NBC News article entitled 
“Drag Queen Story Hour 
brings pride and glamor to li-
braries across U.S.” The sub-
ject of the story, a transvestite 
going by the name Angel Elek-
tra, is presented as an inspiring 
and fun role model for kiddies.

An Associated Press story entitled “Li-
brary brings drag queens, kids together 
for story hour” sends out similarly sym-
pathetic vibes.

Then there’s “Drag Queen Story Hour 
Engages Kids With Reading, Gender 
Creativity,” from the taxpayer-supported 
KQED, the San Francisco-based PBS-
NPR station that provides a generous por-
tion of the “public broadcasting” content. 
KQED describes the burlesque presenta-
tion for tots at the public library in Oak-
land, California, thusly:

Dressed to the nines wearing glittery 
makeup, sky-high curls and a green 
polka-dot dress, Black Benatar could 
hardly contain her own excitement.

“I’m Black Benatar and I love 
reading to children!” she announced, 
right after teaching the audience 
to introduce themselves like a drag 
queen (it’s not “hello”, but more like 
“HAAAAAAY.”)

“Black Benatar led the audience in tradi-
tional children’s songs like ‘Old MacDon-
ald’ and ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,’ and 
read some not-so-traditional children’s 
books whose themes included gay mar-
riage and being transgender,” KQED re-

ported. “The overwhelming crowd favor-
ite was My Princess Boy, a tale about a 
young boy who likes to dress like a girl 
and is still loved by his family.”

Any search engine query will yield a 
glut of similar “mainstream” news sto-
ries oozing with positivity about the sup-
posed benefits to children from associ-
ating with the cross-dressers. If there is 
any negativity to be found, it is usually 
directed at the “bigots” who oppose the 
transvestite enlightenment. The official 
Drag Queen Story Hour website provides 
a press section with links to many glow-
ing articles and videos of positive “news” 
coverage from the New York Times, San 
Francisco Chronicle, Associated Press, 
The Guardian, NBC News, CBS News, 
WNYC, BuzzFeed, LA Weekly, Library 
Journal, The New Yorker, and many 
more.

Thus it was telling (though hardly sur-
prising) that when real news broke about 
one of the much-hyped drag queen stars 
being a convicted child sex offender, the 
media cheerleading section went mostly 
mum. It turns out that 32-year-old reg-
istered sex offender Alberto Garza, who 
participated in the Houston Drag Queen 
Story Hour under the name Tatiana Mala 
Niña (Tatiana “Bad Girl”), was convicted 

in 2009 of aggravated sexual 
assault of an eight-year-old 
child. He is a “Bad Girl” in-

deed! Now, might that possibly 
be of interest to parents, grand-
parents, and, well, anyone com-
mitted to the safety of children? 
One might suppose so. After 
all, isn’t “child safety” one of 
the arguments put forward for 
the story hour by the program’s 
proponents? 

So how did the truth about 
Garza/Mala Niña’s criminal sex-
capades reach the light of day? 
Was it the library, the city gov-
ernment, the police department, 
or the local or national media 
that discovered and exposed 
this pertinent fact? The answer:  
None of the above. 

No, Houston children are safe 
from “Bad Girl” Garza thanks 
to the determined efforts of 
the dads and moms at Houston 
MassResistance, a Texas affili-
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Real danger: William Travis Dees (mugshot and left in blue feather 
boa), a Drag Queen Story Hour reader, is a “high risk” four-time 
convicted child sex offender, who also mocks Catholics with his 
garish “nun” getup with the “Space Sisters” transvestite group.
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ate of the national pro-family group Mass-
Resistance based in Massachusetts. 

After failing to halt the Drag Queen 
Story Hour with a lawsuit, and failing 
to get Houston city officials to release 
background information on the partici-
pating drag queens, the parent activists 
at Houston MassResistance did their 
own research and uncovered Garza’s 
criminal record. What’s more, they 
found plenty of additional damning evi-
dence: Garza’s own photos posted on so-
cial media and Web pages. Typical of the 
transvestite culture, which revels in the 
outrageous, many of the costumes and 
poses are revolting and hardly exemplify 
what any sane person would consider 
healthy for children to be exposed to. 
MassResistance delivered a 163-page 
report, documenting what it described as 
Garza’s “lurid activities,” to the Houston 
City Council, the mayor, the library, and 
the press.

The revelations forced Houston Public 

Library officials to issue an apology. “In 
our review of our process and of this par-
ticipant, we discovered that we failed to 
complete a background check as required 
by our own guidelines,” library officials 
said in a statement issued in March of this 
year. “We deeply regret this oversight and 
the concern this may cause our customers.”

“We assure you that this participant will 
not be involved in any future … programs,” 
the officials added, saying they “are taking 
the appropriate action to ensure that the sta-
tus of every participant in every program 
throughout our system is verified.”

Houston Public Library Executive 
Director Dr. Rhea Brown Lawson told 
KTRK-13, the Houston ABC network af-
filiate, that the Garza background check 
“slipped through the cracks” because 
Garza listed his name as Nicky Salazar 
when volunteering, and didn’t provide a 
birth date or Social Security number. “It 
was an error Dr. Lawson said won’t hap-
pen again. And now, if a name is not on 

a list and can’t be checked, the volunteer 
won’t read,” KTRK reported. “We do 
background checks and we do not allow 
people who have criminal backgrounds to 
read to our children,” Lawson told KTRK 
on March 18.

Oh yes, the Garza/Mala Niña slip-up 
was just a one-off error, right? Unfortu-
nately, that’s not the case. In April, Hous-
ton MassResistance issued a new report 
exposing yet an even worse sex offender 
in the Houston Drag Queen Story Hour 
program. It turns out, according to the re-
port, that William Travis Dees, who goes 
under a number of drag queen aliases, has 
been convicted of sex crimes against four 
young children (ages four, five, six, and 
eight), was jailed, and is listed as a “high 
risk sex offender.”

Moreover, the MassResistance report 
notes that Dees worked as a transgen-
der prostitute and is a self-confessed 
practition er of BDSM (bondage, disci-
pline, sado-masochism). The MassRe-
sistance report includes many disturbing 
photos of Dees in his various personas, 
including his regular mockery of Catholi-
cism while dressed as a drag queen “nun.” 
The report notes: “Dees appears to be a 
very troubled and dysfunctional man.” 
That much should be obvious. Neverthe-
less, Houston library officials deemed 
him suitable to serve as a “greeter” of 
young children and a DQSH reader. So 
much for Dr. Lawson’s “won’t happen 
again” pledge.

As a result of the public outcry over 
the outrages exposed by MassResistance, 
the Houston Public Library was forced to 
shut down its transvestites-for-tots pro-
gram. Parents are also finding that tax-
payer retaliation, in the form of threats to 
defeat tax levies for libraries and schools, 
is proving effective. Public officials who 
have been deaf to parental concerns can 
become suddenly attentive when their 
funding is in jeopardy.

Thanks to the persistent efforts of the 
MassResistance parents, the Drag Queen 
Story Hour has been derailed — at least 
temporarily — in Houston, as well as in 
Leander, Texas, and other cities around 
the country. They have shown that de-
termined, ordinary citizens can fight and 
beat City Hall, as well as the Rainbow 
Mafia and its Big Business/Big Media 
supporters. n
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Nightmares anyone? Drag Queen Story Hour’s Jorge Alcantar (aka Xochi Mochi) reads to 
children at the Michelle Obama Neighborhood Library in Long Beach, California, garbed 
in demonic attire.
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 Democratic socialists say they don’t want 

full-on communism, just soft socialism, with all 

the goodies but none of the oppression. But 

that’s not what they say privately.  

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA

POLITICS

COMMUNISM 
FOR THE NEW MILLENNIUM

by Trevor Loudon

D emocratic Socialists of America (DSA) has mounted a 
massive disinformation campaign to fool the American 
voting public. Thousands of members are flocking to the 

rapidly growing organization. Many DSA members have also 
joined the Democratic Party, holding key positions in almost 
every state. Millions of voters have supported DSA candidates 
running as Democrats. Hundreds of DSA-supported candidates 
have been elected to county commissions, city councils, educa-
tion boards, and state legislatures across the country. Two mem-
bers, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (N.Y.) and Rashida Tlaib (Mich.), 
have penetrated Congress. DSA-driven policies — Medicare for 
All (socialized healthcare), the Green New Deal, National Popu-
lar Vote, $15 minimum wage, illegal alien amnesty — are rapidly 
becoming Democratic Party policy. All this is possible because 
DSA has managed to convince the U.S. mainstream media and 
most of the public that they are harmless European socialists 
who don’t want communism. They want America to be more like 
Sweden or Norway, not like the Soviet Union, China, or Cuba.

According to the DSA website:

Socialists have been among the harshest critics of authoritar-
ian Communist states. Just because their bureaucratic elites 
called them “socialist” did not make it so; they also called 
their regimes “democratic.” Democratic socialists always 
opposed the ruling party-states of those societies, just as we 
oppose the ruling classes of capitalist societies. We applaud 
the democratic revolutions that have transformed the former 
Communist bloc.

So why does DSA openly support the communist Maduro regime 
in Venezuela? Why does DSA also work closely with several 
European Communist Parties, including those of France, Spain, 
Italy, Bulgaria, and Germany? 

Why did DSA National Political Committee member David 
Green write in 2007: 

What distinguishes socialists from other progressives is the 
theory of surplus value. According to Marx, the secret of sur-
plus value is that workers are a source of more value than they 
receive in wages…. Surplus value is the measure of capital’s 
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Democratic Socialist demands: The present face of Democratic 
Socialism, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, is pushing Democrats to back a 
government remake of the entire energy sector, including commanding 
new building efficiency, car types, travel restrictions, and more.
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exploitation of labor.… Our goal as 
socialists is to abolish private owner-
ship of the means of production.

The answer is simple. DSA might talk a 
good game about being democratic and giv-
ing the people a voice, but it is essentially 
a communist organization, one that is fully 
committed to socialist revolution, including 
undoing the Constitution and the rights it 
protects and doing away with the free-enter-
prise system. It is also a willing component 
of the world revolutionary movement.

Rejuvenating Socialism
Three years ago, DSA was an obscure, 
graying Marxist sect of about 6,000 mem-
bers — only about 20 percent of whom 
were consistently active. DSA had some 
strength in academia, organized labor, 
churches, and locally in the Democratic 
Party, but its influence was way down 
from its 1980s heyday.

Today, off the back of the 2016 Bernie 
Sanders presidential campaign and the 
subsequent anti-Trump protest movement, 
DSA boasts nearly 60,000 mainly young 
activists, a string of election victories, a 
massive social-media presence, and more 
than 200 locals in all 50 states. 

While DSA is effectively an umbrella 
group for nearly every variant of Marxist 
and anarchist tendency in America, the in-

fluence of Italian Communist Party theore-
tician Antonio Gramsci is most prominent.

Gramsci believed that Marx and Lenin 
got it wrong. Revolution would not come 
from an uprising by oppressed workers. 
Instead Gramsci believed that the workers 
had been brainwashed by “capitalism” and 
the church to accept the status quo. There-
fore society had to be reconditioned into 
a socialist consciousness. The churches, 
media, government, education, art, cul-
ture, unions, and political parties would 
all have to be captured by communists in 
order to shape the consciousness of the 
people in a socialist direction. And that’s 
what DSA has tried to accomplish.

DSA national director Maria Svart con-
firmed the organization’s ongoing commit-
ment to Gramscian philosophy when she 
told a gathering of European communist 
and socialists parties in Brussels, Belgium, 
in April 2019: “We have a very ‘Grams-
cian strategy’ of … bringing an ideological 
challenge to this whole system.” 

DSA and Religion
As the late conservative journalist Andrew 
Breitbart liked to say, “Politics is down-
stream from culture.” Good Gramscians 
such as DSA understand that culture is 
downstream from religion. 

So right from the start, Harrington’s 
Democratic Socialist Organizing Com-

mittee (DSOC) and then DSA maintained 
a religious and socialism commission 
dedicated to spreading socialist doctrines 
through Christianity, Judaism, and, more 
recently, America’s Islamic communities. 

Many DSA comrades held senior posi-
tions in mainstream Protestant churches 
and, to a lesser degree, the Catholic Church. 

Among the more prominent Protestant 
DSA comrades were Stephen Charleston, 
assistant bishop of Connecticut and presi-
dent and dean of the Episcopal Divinity 
School in Cambridge, Massachusetts; Har-
vey Cox, Hollis professor of divinity at Har-
vard; Gary Dorrien, Reinhold Niebuhr pro-
fessor of social ethics at Union Theological 
Seminary; Norm Faramelli, lecturer in phi-
losophy, theology, and ethics at the Boston 
University School of Theology; and more. 

James Cone, the father of Black Libera-
tion Theology and colleague of Obama’s 
Reverend Jeremiah Wright, was very close 
to DSA, as was Jim Wallis, of Sojourn-
ers and formerly President Obama’s faith 
advisor. Wallis has played a major role in 
moving American Evangelical Christian-
ity to the left in recent years. 

Prominent Catholic DSA comrades in-
cluded John Cort, Catholic Worker and  
Archdiocesan Labor Guild; Monsignor 
George Higgins, interfaith justice; and Sis-
ter Mary Emil Penet, founder of the Sister 
Formation Conference.
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Totalitarian religionists: Democratic socialists find 
public faces for each religion — usually to undermine 
religious teachings so as to have co-religionists latch 
onto socialism/communism. Muslim Representative 
Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.) is shown here.
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DSA comrades also include Unitarians, 
Muslims, and Jews.

DSA and the Unions
After many communists were expelled 
from the AFL-CIO in the 1940s and ’50s, 
most of American organized labor came 
under moderate — or sometimes criminal 
— control and stayed that way up until 
the early 1990s. During this time unions 
would often endorse Republicans and re-
fused to tie themselves exclusively to the 
Democratic Party.

Circa 1994, AFSCME president Gerald 
McEntee approached the AFL-CIO with 
his idea for Project ’95, a coalition effort 
aimed at retaking the House for the Demo-
cratic Party. However, moderate AFL-CIO 
President Lane Kirkland refused to coop-
erate. In response, McEntee and SEIU 
leader John Sweeney began plotting Kirk-
land’s removal. They soon built a coali-
tion that included not just the core of the 
old communist-led CIO (the Auto Work-
ers, Steelworkers, Mine Workers), but the 
Machinists, leftist Ron Carey’s Teamsters, 
the Carpenters, and the Laborers.

When the dust had settled, John Swee-
ney, who formally joined DSA just before 
the election, emerged as America’s top 
labor leader. 

The new leadership quickly removed the 
AFL-CIO’s constitutional clause banning 
communists from holding office in AFL-
CIO unions — with predictable results. 

According to DSA’s Democratic Left 
Spring/Summer 2000 edition,

And there’s good news: More DSA 
members and alumni of DSA’s Youth 
Section are moving up through the 
administrative and organizing reach-
es of AFL-CIO international unions, 

and global labor solidarity groups, 
than ever in recent memory.

Today DSA has huge influence in the 
1.8-million strong SEIU, the govern-
ment workers union AFSCME, various 
education unions, and in the AFL-CIO 
itself. National Nurses United, one of 
the main players in the push for social-
ized healthcare, is a wholly owned DSA 
subsidiary. 

And in today’s America, the unions and 
the Democrats are locked at the hip.

In an essay in Democratic Left Spring/
Summer 2000, then DSA vice-chair Har-
old Meyerson wrote:

The strategic importance of unions 
in American politics has increased 
almost exponentially since John 
Sweeney took the helm at the AFL-
CIO in 1995. It’s the unions that 
have brought the Democrats back to 
the brink of retaking Congressional 
power.

DSA controls America’s unions, and the 
unions largely control the Democratic Party.

DSA and the Democratic Party
Under DSA founder Michael Harrington’s 
able leadership, DSA began a concerted 
campaign to move the Democratic Party to 
the left. Hundreds of DSA comrades joined 
the Democratic Party and held regular meet-
ings at Democratic conferences through 
DSA fronts such as the “New Directions 
Movement” and “Democratic Agenda.”

In the early days, DSA had dozens of 
prominent Democrats on its membership 
roster, including New York City mayor 
David Dinkins; St. Paul, Minnesota, 
mayor Jim Scheibel; Ithaca, New York, 
mayor Ben Nichols; Irvine, California, 
mayor Larry Agran (who briefly ran for 
president); and several state representa-
tives, including Michael Paymar (Minne-
sota), Babette Josephs (Pennsylvania), and 
Harlan Baker (Maine).

Congressional DSA comrades have in-
cluded Neil Abercrombie (later governor 
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The answer is simple. DSA might talk a good game about being democratic and 
giving the people a voice, but it is essentially a communist organization, one that is fully 
committed to socialist revolution, including undoing the Constitution.

Coopting the culture: DSA founder Michael 
Harrington (left) followed Antonio Gramsci's 
(right) plan to spread socialism by undoing 
the culture.
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of Hawaii), Major Owens 
(New York), one-time sec-
ond-ranking Congressional 
Democrat David Bonior 
(Michigan), Mary Jo Kilroy 
(Ohio), and senior mem-
ber of the Armed Services 
Committee Ron Dellums 
(California). Current Con-
gressmen who have been 
in DSA include Jan Scha-
kowsky and Danny Davis 
(Illinois), and Jerry Nadler 
(New York), who as chair-
man of the Judiciary Com-
mittee oversees the Justice 
Department and the FBI — 
and may lead the impeach-
ment of President Trump. 
The goal now is to build 
DSA-controlled groups 
working semi-autonomous-
ly under the Democratic 
Party banner.

Key elements of this take-
over are the Congressional 
Progressive Caucus, which 
was founded by Bernie 
Sanders with DSA help in 
1991; Progressive Democrats of America 
(founded by DSA member Tim Carpenter 
in 2004); the DSA-infiltrated Working 
Families Party; and the mass organizations 
Our Revolution and Indivisible. Our Rev-
olution, which boasts 300,000 members, 
is completely controlled by DSA. Many 
chapters in fact double as DSA branches.

According to senior DSA members Carl 
Davidson and Bill Fletcher, Jr., writing in 
Organizing Upgrade:

At the moment, there are two major 
caucuses: the social democratic Con-
gressional Progressive Caucus (CPC) 
and the neo-Keynesian New Demo-
crat Coalition (NDC)/Third Way 
Caucus.… DSA, Working Families 
Party (WFP) and Progressive Demo-
crats of America (PDA) make up the 
left wing of the CPC.…

The Congressional Progressive 
Caucus gets even greater reach at 
the grassroots through Our Revolu-
tion and Indivisible. Our Revolution 
grew out of the 2016 Bernie Sanders 
campaign and has hundreds of local 
chapters. Indivisible was formed in 

the protests around Trump’s inaugu-
ration, first around a manual on how 
to organize. It now boasts a reported 
3,800 local groups.

The implications? Socialists 
shouldn’t work ‘within the Demo-
cratic party,’ but with one of its clus-
ters, the Congressional Progressive 
Caucus, especially its DSA/WFP/
PDA left wing and its mass allies. 
The Progressive Caucus is by far the 
largest of the Democratic Caucuses, 
with numbers above 100 members.… 
The goal would be to develop and ex-
pand the CPC, win over as many of 
the New Democrats as possible.

DSA and Presidential Politics
DSA is about power, so it always sought 
to influence those fellow leftists who one 
day may be serving in the White House.

In 1962, two decades before he found-
ed DSA, Michael Harrington published 
his opus on American poverty, The Other 
America. Harrington’s book argued that 
upwards of 50 million Americans lived 
in a “system designed to be impervious to 
hope.” Harrington’s book is widely cred-

ited with inspiring President 
Johnson’s “Great Society,” 
the massive and disastrous 
expansion of the federal wel-
fare system that is still blight-
ing the nation today with its 
intergenerational welfare and 
related endemic crime.

DSOC/DSA leader Mi-
chael Harrington also en-
joyed a close personal rela-
tionship with Massachusetts 
Senator Ted Kennedy, and 
endorsed his 1980 presiden-
tial campaign.

In 1979, Harrington invit-
ed Kennedy to address one of 
DSOC’s Democratic Agenda 
conferences. 

Although Senator Kennedy 
declined to appear, he did send a message 
of support to the DSA stating, “I share your 
conviction that progressive economic and 
social programs must gain a high priority 
in the direction of our party and our na-
tion.... I welcome the opportunity to work 
with you.”

President Clinton’s speechwriter David 
Kusnet was a DSA comrade. The Clintons 
were also very close to influential Los An-
geles philanthropist Stanley Sheinbaum, a 
well-known DSA donor and member. DSA 
also claims that several of its members 
served on Hillary Clinton’s Health Care 
Task Force — her failed attempt to social-
ize American healthcare. Notorious DSA 
comrades Richard Cloward and Frances 
Fox Piven were standing directly behind 
President Clinton in the oval office when 
he signed the 1993 Voter Registration Act. 
This legislation, promoted by Cloward and 
Piven, was designed to encourage higher 
turnout among low-income Democratic-
leaning voters — a strategy still being fol-
lowed today.

Barack Obama could hardly turn around 
without tripping over a DSA comrade. 
Writing in the Chicago magazine In These 
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Influence on the president: 
During his first campaign for 
president, and then while in 
office, Barack Obama could 
hardly turn around without 
bumping a Democratic Socialist.
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Times, in March 2008, editor and DSAer 
Joel Bleifuss asserted:

In particular, Obama can be linked to 
the Democratic Socialists of America 
(DSA), the Democratic Party-orient-
ed organization that is a member of 
the Socialist International.

A former communist turned DSA activist, 
physician Quentin Young was the father of 
the American “single payer” or socialized 
healthcare movement. 

 As Young told Amy Goodman:

Barack Obama, in those early days 
— influenced, I hope, by me and oth-
ers — categorically said single payer 
was the best way, and he would inau-
gurate it if he could get the support.

During Obama’s first presidential cam-
paign, several DSA comrades climbed on 
board, including Harry Boyte, co-chair of 
the campaign’s Civic Engagement Group; 
Eliseo Medina, Latino Advisory Council; 
Cornel West, National Black Advisory 

Council; and Jose LaLuz, who served as 
president of Latinos for Obama.

Once Obama was elected, Eliseo Me-
dina, a leader of the illegal-alien-amnesty 
movement, served as an immigration ad-
visor to the president. Obama appointed 
one-time DSA comrade Ron Bloom as his 
“Car Czar,” and Rosa Brooks, the daugh-
ter of prominent DSA leader Barbara Eh-
renreich, was appointed senior advisor to 
the under secretary of defense for policy, 
Michele Flournoy.

Several of the current crop of 2020 
Democratic presidential hopefuls have 
DSA connections.

Bernie Sanders owes his career to DSA. 
Sanders addressed his first DSA group in 
Los Angeles in 1986, and has addressed 
multiple socialist affairs since. 

From the Spring 2000 edition of DSA’s 
Democratic Left editorial:

DSA honored independent social-
ist Congressperson Bernie Sanders 
of Vermont at our last convention 
banquet, and we have always raised 
significant funds nationally for his 
electoral campaigns.

DSA boasts that its efforts put Sanders 
into the U.S. Senate in 2006, and there 
is no doubt it formed the backbone of his 
presidential campaign in 2016, as it will 

again in 2020. Even Sanders’ biographer 
Stephen Soifer was a DSA comrade.

Senator Elizabeth Warren worked close-
ly with DSA supporter Heather Booth to 
create her signature Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau. In 2013, Warren was 
given an award by the DSA-controlled 
Midwest Academy, a Chicago-based Alin-
sky-style training school for communist 
agitators. I mean “community organizers.”

Senator Amy Klobuchar comes out of 
Minnesota’s Wellstone movement. Klobu-
char’s mentor Senator Paul Wellstone was 
actively involved with DSA for at least 
15 years. He was reportedly about to an-
nounce a presidential run when he died in 
a plane crash in 2002.

Representative Tulsi Gabbard’s first con-
gressional race was launched by one-time 
DSA member and Hawaii’s first lady Nan-
cie Caraway. She has worked extensively 
with DSA comrades over the last few years.

Former Representative Beto O’Rourke 
employed many DSA comrades in his un-
successful 2018 race for U.S. senator from 
Texas.

South Bend, Indiana, mayor Pete Butti-
gieg’s father, Joseph Buttigieg, was a DSA 
affiliate and leading Gramsci scholar. As 
a teenager, young Pete was on the DSA 
mailing list and won a prestigious national 
essay competition on the topic of his so-
cialist hero Bernie Sanders. Mayor Pete 
worked closely with some DSA members 
in South Bend.

DSA always tries to cover its bases.

Public (Grassroots) Enemy No. 1 
DSA is usually portrayed in the media as a 
dynamic bunch of idealistic young social-
ists, fully committed to justice, fairness, 
and democracy. In reality, DSA is a Marxist 
revolutionary organization fully commit-
ted to destroying America’s constitutional 
freedoms and free-enterprise system. 

The communistic DSA has influence at 
every level of the Democratic Party (fed-
eral and local), organized labor, academia, 
and religion.  

DSA is a “clear and present danger” to 
the national security of this nation. Unless 
this organization is thoroughly investigat-
ed, exposed, and countered, expect it to 
continue to wreak havoc on the Constitu-
tion for some years to come. DSA aims to 
finish what the Communist Party started. 
We cannot allow that to happen. n
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Old and young: Senator Bernie Sanders’  
(I-Vt.), left, sales pitch for socialism in the 2016 
presidential election enabled the election of 
young socialists such as Representative Ilhan 
Omar (D-Minn.), in head scarf.
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WORLD

by Alex Newman

U sing bribery and threats, the Communist Chinese regime 
in Beijing just secured control over the United Nations 
Food and Agriculture Organization (UN FAO), a key UN 

agency with a massive budget. Several Western governments 
tried unsuccessfully to stop the takeover by Communist Chinese 
operative Qu Dongyu. Especially alarming to observers is the 
fact that the regime openly boasts that its nationals at internation-
al agencies must continue obeying orders from the Communist 
Party of China. Indeed, the Communist Chinese then-president of 
Interpol was arrested during a visit to China, with officials saying 
he was obligated to obey party orders.  

But the latest victory for the most murderous dictatorship 
in human history represents only the most recent international 
organization to fall into China’s hands. Indeed, a fast-growing 
number of UN organs are already under Chinese control, includ-
ing the agency being groomed to control the Internet, the agency 
overseeing air travel, and other powerful UN bureaucracies. And 
if Beijing and its powerful Western allies get their way, this will 
not be the last UN outfit to come under Beijing’s control. The im-
plications for freedom in light of Beijing’s growing role in what 
globalists describe as the “New World Order” are enormous.   

The UN FAO selection process was hardly legitimate, sources 
in Rome and Washington told THe neW ameRiCan and other 
publications. Indeed, a diplomatic source quoted by the French 
newspaper Le Monde said that Beijing had given African candi-
date Médi Moungui a multi-million dollar bribe in exchange for 
withdrawing from the race. Multiple UN FAO ambassadors sus-
tained “intense Chinese pressure.” Various media outlets around 
the world even reported that Beijing had threatened at least sev-
eral national governments, including those in Brazil and Uru-
guay, with a ban on agricultural exports to China if they failed 
to support Qu. Communist regimes, such as the mass-murdering 
dictatorship enslaving Cuba, openly backed Qu.   

While the election is based on a secret ballot, it is known that 
Qu secured 108 votes in the first round of voting. The next clos-
est candidate was Catherine Geslain-Lanéelle, a euro-socialist 
from France with the full backing of the European Union su-

CHINA SEIZES  
ANOTHER UN AGENCY 

China is arm-twisting UN members to gain 
control of UN departments, in preparation 
to head a UN global government.

Totalitarian favorite: Chinese communist Qu Dongyu walked away 
with the post to head the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, despite 
lobbying by the United States for another candidate.
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perstate, who secured 71 votes. Coming 
in third place was Davit Kirvalidze from 
the nation of Georgia, who, despite back-
ing by the Trump administration and some 
of its allies, barely got a dozen votes. The 
decision was made by the UN FAO’s 194 
member governments and dictatorships, 
each of which gets one vote. The agency 
has more than 11,000 employees and is 
one of the largest in the UN system.      

Qu and his masters in the Communist 
Party of China could barely contain their 
glee. “I’m very grateful to my mother-
land,” the communist operative declared 
after winning the selection process. 
“Without 40 years of successful reforms 
and open-door policy I would not have 
been where I am,” he said in his first 
speech, proudly sporting a lapel pin pro-
moting the totalitarian UN Agenda 2030 
that Beijing said it played a “crucial role” 
in developing. “Now the election is over 
and I will be committed to the original 

aspiration, mandate and mission of the 
organization.”

Among the various policies Qu has 
touted was a massive surge in what he 
called “Vitamin M,” or “money.” In a 
speech, he called for boosting the organ-
ization’s funding — already at almost $3 
billion per year — by 10 percent annually 
for every year of his term. And in April, 
while campaigning for the post, Qu called 
for “changes” in government control of 
the “production and consumption” of agri-
cultural goods around the world under the 
guise of environmentalism. This comes 
directly out of the Agenda 2030 scheme, 
described by UN leaders as the “master 
plan for humanity” and a “global declara-
tion of interdependence.”

Back in Beijing, Qu’s overlords were 
overjoyed, too. Qu’s victory was a “show 
of high appreciation of China’s support 
for multilateralism and advancing global 
development,” according to Commu-
nist Chinese foreign ministry spokes-
man Geng Shuang. Geng vowed that the 
dictatorship, which starved millions of 
people to death in the not-too-distant 

past, would “continue to work with other 
countries to promote the development of 
the global food and agriculture indus-
tries.” That should be highly troubling 
to advocates of freedom and private land 
ownership.

The new director-general, who served 
as “vice minister for agriculture and rural 
affairs,” will replace Brazilian commu-
nist José Graziano, whose term has been 
marked by seemingly never-ending scan-
dal. Among other outrages, Graziano has 
worked to shut down honest reporting and 
criticism of his tenure. In one especially 
outrageous case, the Brazilian radical 
even sought to destroy the Italian Insider 
newspaper, while having its editor jailed 
under arcane local laws. Graziano was 
outraged that the Rome-based publica-
tion was exposing various scandals and 
misdeeds among FAO leadership, and 
so, in totalitarian fashion, sought to crush 
his perceived enemies using the power of 
government.  

Graziano is also a longtime ally of dis-
graced former Brazilian President Luis 
Inácio “Lula” da Silva, a Marxist revolu-

More of the same? The UN Food and 
Agriculture Organization’s previous boss, José 
Graziano, praised the Venezuelan dictatorship, 
even as many people there ate garbage. 
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tionary sitting in jail for corruption. The 
outgoing FAO boss has also used corrup-
tion and nepotism to try to advance the 
communist takeover of Latin America 
while trying to protect communist crimi-
nals from prosecution by granting them 
diplomatic immunity. Under Graziano, 
FAO even awarded honors to the implod-
ing socialist dictatorship in Venezuela for 
its efforts to “fight hunger” — even as 
much of the population literally survived 
by eating garbage, pets, and zoo animals. 
Not surprisingly, Graziano was fully be-
hind Qu.    

As THe neW ameRiCan has been docu-
menting for many years, the Communist 
Chinese dictatorship, with the full support 
of subversive Western globalists, has been 
busy accumulating more and more influ-
ence within the emerging “global gov-
ernance” system. Indeed, there are more 
Chinese nationals in charge of UN bureau-
cracies than any other nation or govern-
ment. Until recently, even the self-styled 
global “police” agency Interpol was under 
Communist Chinese control.

Other UN agencies under China’s con-
trol include the UN International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), which is 
pushing global taxes on air travel. Also 
run by a Communist Chinese agent is the 
UN Industrial Development Organization, 

a disgraced entity helping to build up hos-
tile Third World regimes, such as the mur-
derous dictatorships in North Korea and 
Cuba, with Western money and technol-
ogy. Another key UN entity run by a Com-
munist Chinese agent is the UN Interna-
tional Telecommunications Union (ITU), 
which is seeking global censorship and 
control of the Internet. Also under Com-
munist Chinese control is the powerful 
UN Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs (UN DESA). Beijing has agents 
serving as deputy leaders of multiple UN 
organizations as well.

Communist Chinese agents are also 
embedded throughout the IMF, the World 
Bank, and beyond. Numerous UN agree-
ments and conferences have featured 
Chinese Communists as leading players, 
including the UN Conference on Sus-
tainable Development in Rio de Janeiro, 
which was chaired by a Chinese agent. 
The party-controlled autocracy even 
opened a “School of Global Governance” 
at the Beijing Foreign Studies University 
to train legions of Communist Chinese 
agents to penetrate the institutions of the 
so-called New World Order, as Western 

and Chinese globalists refer to the emerg-
ing global regime.

Taiwan Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
spokeswoman Joanne Ou warned that 
Beijing was “systematically deploying its 
officers to occupy high-ranking manage-
ment positions in many important organi-
zations, purporting to alter their policies 
and operations to serve its own national 
interests,” local media reported. Behind 
the scenes and increasingly out in the 
open, senior officials from Western gov-
ernments are starting to wake up to the 
increasing threat of Communist Chinese 
influence operations.

Qu’s widely touted role as Beijing’s 
“vice minister for agriculture” should it-
self have been a giant red flag for govern-
ments around the world. Among the atroc-
ities being perpetrated against the Chinese 
people under the guise of “agricultural re-
form,” for instance, is the wholesale up-
rooting of families and communities from 
their land. These rural people are currently 
being herded — often at gunpoint — into 
emerging new mega-cities being con-
structed by Beijing in accordance with UN 
“sustainability” schemes such as Agenda 
21, Agenda 2030, and more.

Qu has also worked on the dictator-
ship’s so-called Belt and Road scheme, 
whereby Beijing intends to expand its to-
talitarian tentacles across Eurasia via con-
trol over transportation routes. Numerous 
UN agencies — especially those under 
Beijing’s control — are hard at work help-
ing China to promote and advance the Belt 
and Road project. And they do not even 
bother to hide it anymore.

Qu will take up his post on August 1, 
with his first term ending in 2023. His 
salary alone will be more than double 
President Donald Trump’s pay. With 
the UN’s agricultural department firmly 
under Beijing’s grasp, the regime is now 
working to install Andy Tsang Wai-hung 
as head of the UN Office on Drugs and 
Crime. The U.S. taxpayer funds about 
one-third of the FAO’s bloated budget. 
There is already talk in the White House 
about defunding or withdrawing from the 
FAO, but that is not enough. It is time for 
the United States and other civilized and 
free nations to abandon the corrupt UN 
and its Communist Chinese-controlled 
tentacles before the threat grows even 
more severe. n

Food guardians? The Chinese worked hard to 
get a Chinese communist in charge of the UN’s 
FAO, even as they evict farmers from their land 
and force them into cities, causing hardship.
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The Hewescraft Sportsman is the original quality-built welded 
aluminum boat – and our competition knows it. No aluminum boat 
has been copied more than the Sportsman. Why? It’s simple. The 
Sportsman epitomizes what a Pacific Northwest boat should be. 
Designed and built for demanding conditions, the Sportsman 
comes with a reputation for long-lasting value. More reliability. 
More fishing. More value. The Sportsman is simply more boat.

FIND A DEALER AT HEWESCRAFT.COM

POWERED BY

Still More Than 
Its Competitors

Always wear a personal flotation device while boating and read your owner’s manual.
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EASY
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Yard Cleanup is EASY with a

DR® CHIPPER 
SHREDDER!

Check out the full DR® lineup 
including towable models! 

Equipment that works as hard as you do.

•  Chip big 
branches 
up to 5" in 
diameter. 

•  Shred yard & 
garden waste 
up to 1.5" thick. 

•  Powerful engines 
spin massive fly-
wheels to reduce 
everything FAST.

Assembled in the USA using domestic 
and foreign parts.USA ENGINEERED 

and BUILT

Walk-Behind 
Brush Mower!

The DR® Field & Brush Mower 
just got even better—
 FASTER. Up to 20 HP and 34"-wide cut for 
faster mowing!

EASIER. Power steering gives you fi ngertip control.

NEW CHOICES: including PTO and tow-
behind models for tractors and ATVs.

AMERICA’S ORIGINAL

The DR® TRIMMER MOWER gives you 
5X the power and NONE of the backstrain 
of handheld trimmers!
•  Trims and mows thick grass and 

weeds without bogging down—
the ONLY trimmer guaranteed 
not to wrap!

•  Rolls light as a feather on 
big, easy-rolling wheels!

•  Thickest, longest-
lasting cutting 
cord (up to 
255 mil)
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weeds without bogging down—
the ONLY trimmer guaranteed 

The ORIGINAL Trimmer on Wheels!

Mows and mulches weeds, 
brush, even saplings up 
to 3" thick!



CULTURE

Liberals are using a political protest 
by Nike spokesman Colin Kaepernick 
against the original 13-star American flag 
to try to associate the U.S. flag with hate 
and racism.

RACIST

by Joe Wolverton II, J.D.

“R esolved, that the flag of the thirteen United States 
be thirteen stripes alternate red and white; that the 
union be thirteen stars, white on a blue field, repre-

senting a new constellation.”
That sentence written 242 years ago is causing a cultural clash 

that the Second Continental Congress that approved it likely 
could never have anticipated.

First, let’s rehearse the controversy. Here’s a summary of the 
events as reported by THe neW ameRiCan’s Raven Clabough:

Colin Kaepernick has used his influence with Nike to have 
the company’s American flag-themed shoe called the “Betsy 
Ross” pulled from production just days before they were 
to be sold to the public, prompting an immediate backlash.

Citing sources close to the story, the Wall Street Journal 
reports that the Air Max 1 USA was slated to go on sale this 
week in celebration of the Fourth of July. “The heel of the 
shoe featured a U.S. flag with 13 white stars in a circle, a de-
sign created during the American Revolution and commonly 
referred to as the Betsy Ross flag,” WSJ reports.

And while Nike is claiming that it has declined to re-
lease the sneaker because it featured an “old version of the 
American flag,” the real reason the sneaker has been re-
called, according to the WSJ, is because Kaepernick report-
edly told Nike that the shoes were “offensive,” prompting 
the company to recall the shoe and demand that retailers 
return their stock.

“After images of the shoe were posted online, Mr. Kae-
pernick, a Nike endorser, reached out to company officials 
saying that he and others felt the Betsy Ross flag is an 
offensive symbol because of its connection to an era of 
slavery, the people said,” reports the WSJ. “Some users on 
social media responded to posts about the shoe with similar 
concerns. Mr. Kaepernick declined to comment.”

So, Colin Kaepernick, a failed football player-turned-anti-Ameri-
can icon, didn’t want to be associated with a company — Nike — 
that would sell a shoe with a flag connected “to an era of slavery.” 

Thirteen United States: “Resolved, that the flag of the thirteen United 
States be thirteen stripes alternate red and white; that the union be 
thirteen stars, white on a blue field, representing a new constellation.” 
With those words, in 1777 the Second Continental Congress approved 
an official flag of the union of 13 states. 

The
AMERICAN
FLAG?
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As soon as Nike communicated its ca-
pitulation to Kaepernick’s claim, the pro-
gressive posse charged to the sound of the 
guns, taking shots at the flag and those 
who would allow themselves to fly it or 
defend it.

While we could reprint reams of ridicu-
lous accusations about the Betsy Ross/13-
star flag, for the purposes of this brief ar-
ticle, one such statement will suffice: 

“The Betsy Ross flag is not ‘the Ameri-
can flag,’ and as I’m sure you’re aware, 
it’s been appropriated as a symbol of white 
nationalism,” tweeted Elizabeth Spiers, 
blogger and former founding editor of the 
disgraced Gawker.com.

Spiers doubled down on her historical 
hysterics, adding, “Would you approve 
of a Confederate flag sneaker? Or do you 
consider that an American flag too?”

Leaving the fight over the so-called 
Confederate flag for another day, let’s ex-
amine the true history of the flag that so 
many are finding so offensive.

In order to appreciate the absurdity of 
the words of Kaepernick and the reaction 
to those words by the Nike Corporation, 
one must know something of the history 
of that famous flag. 

Then, once the genuine genesis of that 
flag is learned, one quickly realizes that 

Kaepernick, Nike, and the entire claque of 
commentators associating the flag in ques-
tion with slavery and white supremacy are 
churning out anti-American agitprop as part 
of what Richard Weaver described decades 
ago as “the propaganda of ignorance.”

Betsy Ross: Did She or Didn’t She?
Many well-meaning Americans who’ve 
taken to their keyboards to defend the flag 
being battered by the Left are repeating 
the well-known story featuring General 
George Washington and a Philadelphia 
seamstress, Betsy Ross. Here’s the basic 
outline of that version of the origins of the 
13-star flag.

As the story goes, General Washington 
wanted a flag that would represent the 
union of the 13 states and could be flown 
by every regiment in the newly mustered 
Continental Army. Washington learned 
about Ross from her cousin, who sug-
gested to the future father of his country 
that Ross could give the general exactly 
what he wanted.

Ross, née Elizabeth Griscom, was the 
daughter of a Quaker carpenter and was 
herself an accomplished seamstress. She 
and her first husband, John, operated a 
profitable upholstery shop out of the house 
the couple rented in Philadelphia. The 

Rosses were well known for making car-
tridges and flags for the Continental Army.

The tale that’s been taught to nearly 
every American child for well over 100 
years is that after her conversation with 
General Washington, Betsy Ross present-
ed the would-be president with a flag with 
13 stripes, alternating red and white, with 
a blue field in the upper left corner with 13 
five-pointed stars. Although other nearly 
identical flags were being flown and 
many more were being offered for use by 
the American armed forces as the official 
flag, Washington, it is said, preferred the 
banner sewed by Betsy Ross, and the rest 
is history. Well, maybe.

The undeniable truth is that there is no 
contemporary evidence that such a meeting 
between these two future American icons 
ever took place. That of itself is not proof 
that Ross didn’t sew the historic symbol, 
though. It could have been that no one at the 
time thought it historically or even bureau-
cratically relevant to record the name of the 
seamstress who designed and/or sewed the 

The Nike shoe company cancelled the sale 
of a shoe bearing the 13-star flag after Colin 
Kaepernick, a failed football player-turned-anti-
American icon, reportedly informed Nike that 
he would not continue to be associated with 
a company that would sell a shoe with a flag 
connected “to an era of slavery.”

AP Images
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standard that was eventually adopted as the 
flag of the union of states.

What is certain, however, is that the 
version of the story that has been taught 
as truth for years was the work of Ross’s 
grandson William J. Canby. In 1870, as 
the country was approaching its centen-
nial, Canby wrote an essay wherein he 
claimed that his grandmother “made with 
her hands the first flag” of the newly in-
dependent United States. In this paper that 
Canby presented to the Historical Society 
of Pennsylvania, he says the story was told 
to him by his aunt in 1857, some 20 years 
after the death of Betsy Ross.

That’s it. That story was told and re-told 
in American schools and homes for near-
ly 150 years, having been given a boost 
by the centennial celebration and then 

again during the bicentennial, by which 
time Betsy Ross had become not only 
an American heroine, but an example of 
women playing central parts in the history 
of our country.

Brief History of American Flags
In order to give a little depth to the known 
history of the American flag(s), here’s a 
short summary of that symbol and its use in 
the Colonies and later the states of America.

First, the flag that many progressives 
are painting as a symbol of hate was itself 
the result of the evolution of many British 
and Anglo-American flags. It was not, par-
don the pun, created whole cloth by Betsy 
Ross or any other identifiable person.

As early as 1704, the ships of the Eng-
lish East India Company sailed under a 

flag with 13 red and white stripes with the 
cross of St. George in the canton (a square 
in the upper right-hand corner). 

While that is not strictly an American 
flag, it was without a doubt a flag known 
to Americans, particularly given the role 
the East India Company played in the his-
tory of the British Colonies in America.

The first known use of stripes in an 
American flag was on the ensign carried 
by the Philadelphia Troop of Light Horse, 
which that unit began flying in 1775.

Historian Harlan Horner, in an article 
recounting the reliable history of the 13-
star flag, suggests that it is quite likely that 
the flag flown by the Philadelphia Troop 
of Light Horse was the banner that direct-
ly inspired the design of the flag General 
George Washington ordered raised above 
the camp at Cambridge, Massachusetts on 
January 2, 1776.

The design of this second flag should 
sound very familiar. It consisted of 13 
alternating red and white stripes with the 
crosses of St. George and St. Andrew fill-
ing the field in the corner. 

That flag unfurled over the troops of the 
Continental Army’s first camp is notewor-
thy as it was the first to represent a union 
of the 13 Colonies, being flown some six 
months prior to their declaration of inde-
pendence from Great Britain.

It is known by many names: the Union 
Flag, the Grand Union Flag, the Great 
Union Flag, and, most frequently, the 
Cambridge Flag. There is no disputing 
the fact that this banner, regardless of the 
name it’s called, was the immediate pred-
ecessor of the one eventually adopted by 
the Second Continental Congress as the 
flag of the United States. 

At the time of the adoption of the 13-star 
flag, there were some who claimed that the 
idea for the red and white stripes came from 
George Washington’s coat of arms, but, as 
with the Betsy Ross story, this rarely re-
counted claim, too, is questionable.

And we’re back to the resolution ap-
proved on June 14, 1777 by the represen-
tatives of the states in the Second Conti-
nental Congress and the flag that that body 
dubbed the flag of the United States.

Indoctrination as Education
Those who have made themselves signa-
tories to the declaration that the 13-star 
flag, the first official flag of the United 

The most well-known, though unproven, story of the origin of the 13-star flag tells 
how General Washington wanted a flag that would represent the union of the 13 
states and could be flown by every regiment in the newly mustered Continental 
Army. Washington learned about Betsy Ross from her cousin, who suggested to the 
future father of his country that Ross could give the general exactly what he wanted.
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States, is a symbol of slavery, subjec-
tion, and supremacy of the white race 
are either misled or misinformed dupes, 
parrots of the progressive party line, or 
people whose purpose is to propagate an 
untrue, unsubstantiated, and unsupport-
able adaptation of the history of the Unit-
ed States. While such subterfuge doesn’t 
rise to the level of treason, it is certainly a 
crime against our culture and against the 
thousands of Americans whose blood was 
spilled on battlefields where that original 
flag was flying.

Look back a few paragraphs and notice 
a common thread in the official flag and 
the Cambridge Flag that came just before 
it. That thread is union — the union of 13 
small colonies clinging to the coast of the 
Atlantic Ocean and clinging to the liberty 
that Americans rightly regarded as their 
inheritance as sons and daughters of the 
Almighty. Not one of the men and women 
alive in 1776 was unaware of the blight 
of slavery — an immoral institution that 
was found throughout the several states — 
and not one of them would have thought 

the then-new symbol of their union to be a 
banner promoting one man’s enslavement 
of another.

In fact, had such a suggestion percolated 
to the surface of the collective conscience 
in the 1770s, there is no way that the 13-star 
flag would have received the approval of 
Congress, many members of which were 
Quakers and thus zealous abolitionists.

As a side note, an article appeared after 
Nike nixed the sale of the shoes with the 
“Betsy Ross flag” claiming that Betsy 
Ross herself was a Quaker and an aboli-
tionist. While it is true that Betsy Ross was 
raised in a devout Quaker home, when she 
married John Ross, an Anglican, she was 
expelled from the Society of Friends (the 
official name of the Quakers).

That isn’t to say that a woman raised by 
pious Quakers would have abandoned the 
truths taught to her by parents, people who 
certainly would have considered slavery a 
sin and an abomination not to be tolerated 
by followers of Christ.

Truthfully, it can be said that the flag of 
the United States, the one that Kaepernick 

and his comrades consider a vile reminder 
of slavery, is credited in popular history as 
being sewn by an abolitionist!

As with all other planks of the progres-
sive platform, the truth is irrelevant. What 
matters is moving the needle. The ranks of 
those regurgitating the ridiculous claims 
made by Kaepernick are filled front to 
back with people whose greatest accom-
plishment would be, not the abolition of 
slavery that still exists, including in coun-
tries where Nikes are manufactured, but 
the abolition of Western Culture.

As noted historian Niall Ferguson ex-
plained in his book Civilization: The West 
and the Rest, “The biggest threat to Western 
Civilization is posed not by other civiliza-

Betsy Ross and her husband John ran 
a successful upholstery business in 
Philadelphia. Although Ross was known to 
have done some sewing for the Continental 
Army, the claim that she sewed the first flag of 
the union was based solely on a story told by 
her relatives decades after she passed away. 
Ross was raised in a very devout Quaker home 
where slavery was taught to be a sin and an 
abomination that should be abolished. 
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In order to appreciate the absurdity of the words of Kaepernick and the reaction to 
those words by the Nike Corporation, one must know something of the history of that 
famous flag. 



tions, but by our own pusillanimity — and 
by the historical ignorance that feeds it.”

There it is. How often do you read sto-
ries of men and women on the conserva-
tive end of the political spectrum spew-
ing hate in the face of high-school kids or 
sucker punching people who don’t share 
their perverse positions? 

Ferguson not only points to the violence 
of some in our society as the sole source of 
its enervation, but he lays part of the blame 
on the embarrassing state of education in 
this country and the rest of the West.

This cultural illness could be fatal to 
freedom, and the sad fact is that it was di-
agnosed decades ago by those who could 
see the symptoms developing.

In a pamphlet published in July 1959 
called “Education and the 
Individual,” Richard Weaver 
warned, “If there is one 
single condition necessary 
to the survival of truth and 
of values in our civilization, 
it is that the educational 
system be left independent 
enough to espouse these 
truths and values regard-
less of the political winds of 
doctrine of the moment.”

Again, that was written in 
1959!

Weaver wasn’t finished. 
Later in that same essay he 
writes, “Where education 
is under the control of col-
lectivist fanatics, not only 
is the individual’s loyalty to 
truth despised, but the ob-
jective findings of science 
may be thus perverted to 
serve the ends of a political 
ideology.”

To my mind, there is no 
more apt description of the 
disregard for truth and dis-
respect for the dignity of 
generations of noble men 
and women who not only re-
jected slavery, but believed 
themselves to be fighting 
for a new country where that 
cursed practice would be 
abolished.

Remember, although the 
Constitution ratified in 1788 
did not demand the end of 

slavery in those states where it persisted, 
it did contain a clause calling for the end 
of the import of human beings who would 
be bought and sold as property.

With all of the foregoing in mind, I 
think it appropriate to conclude by talk-
ing about the Constitution, because if we 
apply Colin Kaepernick’s qualification 
for the repugnance of the 13-star flag, we 
would come to the conclusion that the 
Constitution itself must be burned on the 
pyres of the progressives.

Read again the rationale for the recall 
of the shoe featuring the 13-star flag, as 
reported by the Wall Street Journal: “After 
images of the shoe were posted online, Mr. 
Kaepernick, a Nike endorser, reached out 
to company officials saying that he and 

others felt the Betsy Ross flag is an of-
fensive symbol because of its connection 
to an era of slavery.”

That flag became the official banner of 
the United States in June 1777. The Dec-
laration of Independence was less than a 
year old, so it has to go. The Constitution 
came about a decade later, during what 
was indisputably “an era of slavery,” as-
suming that phrase means a time when 
there were slaves in the United States.

I say in the United States because there 
are many countries where slavery is still 
practiced, unlike the country so despised by 
Kaepernick, Nike, and others, where that 
pernicious practice was completely abol-
ished over 150 years ago.

Finally whether Betsy Ross really 
sewed that 13-star flag 
isn’t historically signifi-
cant. And, despite his 
desperate efforts to make 
it otherwise, Colin Kae-
pernick will not be histor-
ically significant, either.

There is something se-
rious, however, in what 
Kaepernick and those 
who share his shameful 
opinion of the flag — 
and by association, the 
throngs of Americans 
who opposed slavery, yet 
proudly flew that flag as 
a symbol of unity and 
freedom — are trying to 
accomplish.

If we allow the legacy 
of the 13-star flag to be 
destroyed, the cultural 
assassins will soon turn 
their sights on the Con-
stitution and the liber-
ties protected by that 
precious parchment. 
We cannot sit idly by 
as our education system 
slouches toward some 
socialist sewer where 
America will be taught 
not as the “city on a 
hill,” but as a slave-own-
ing society memorable 
only for its malignancy, 
and where its virtues 
and valor are no longer 
remembered. n

Those claiming that the 13-star flag, the first official flag of the 
United States, is a symbol of slavery, subjection, and supremacy 
of the white race are committing a crime against our culture and 
against the thousands of Americans whose blood was spilled on 
battlefields where that original flag was flying.
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Michael’s Desserts
At the age of 11, Michael Platt, now 13, of 
Bowie, Maryland, opened a bakery to serve 
the homeless people of Washington, D.C. 

Michael’s Desserts runs on a business 
model similar to that of TOMS Shoes, the 
Washington Post reported on June 25. For 
every pastry purchased by a customer, an-
other pastry is donated to the hungry. Twice 
a month, Michael visits D.C. to hand out 
baked goods to individuals and families in 
domestic violence and homeless shelters. 

“I know that a cupcake won’t end 
hunger but a tasty treat, when times are 
tough, can make life sweeter,” Michael’s 
website reads. 

Michael is an avid baker and wanted to 
use his favorite hobby as a means to help 
others. “I always wanted to have a purpose 
for what I do,” Michael told the Washing-
ton Post. “It’s all about helping people — 
not just having a purpose for yourself, but 
thinking about, ‘How does this touch other 
things?’”

The Post reported Michael is able to 
keep up with his baking because he is 
homeschooled by his mother, who was 
compelled to quit her job after Michael 
was diagnosed with epilepsy. 

“It was a very, very difficult time,” she 
said of the period after the diagnosis, dur-
ing which Michael had to restrict his physi-
cal activity. “He had to stop everything he 
loved: gymnastics, climbing trees, diving.”

“So that’s when he kind of threw him-
self into baking,” she added.

Michael also bakes to raise money for 
hunger-fighting nonprofit groups, accord-
ing to the Post and taught a morning bak-
ing class in June at Williams-Sonoma in 
Annapolis, Maryland, to raise money for 
No Kid Hungry. 

Collective Compassion
When a Lauderdale Lakes, Florida, 
woman called 911 at 2 a.m. on June 18 to 
complain of severe pain in her feet, medi-
cal responders were shocked to find the 
woman was homeless.

The dispatch crew arrived at the wom-
an’s location to find her outside of the 
Broward Center for Independent Living 
surrounded by boxes and a puppy. She 

explained that after her mother had died, 
she had been evicted from the residence 
where she had been caring for her mother. 
Her feet were hurting, she told the work-
ers, from standing so long. 

“We contacted Broward Sheriff’s Office 
about a homeless outreach program we 
have, but that’s only 9AM to 5PM, so the 
service was unavailable,” said emergency 
responder Daniel Rodriguez. “We couldn’t 
go to a shelter because she had a dog with 
her. We were left with our hands tied.”

Yahoo Lifestyle reported that the work-
ers did not want to leave the woman in the 
street, so they pooled together their money 
and paid for her to stay at a nearby hotel 
and brought her there on a stretcher. 

Before leaving, they gave the woman 
several contact numbers for shelters and 
resources, in the hope that she would uti-
lize them. 

“We’ve never felt like this — all 3 of us 
unanimously felt compassion for this lady,” 
says Rodriguez. “She was very apprecia-
tive, she cried with us, she talked with us 
about personal things. It wasn’t just assis-
tance, she also needed someone to talk to.”

Perfect Person  
to Get This Gift
Matthew Kenyon is a veteran in Colorado 
who received a special gift from his local 
community on June 29. 

Kenyon, who served in Kuwait from 
1990 to 1992 and earned several commen-
dations, hit upon hard times last year after 
being diagnosed with gangrene, which de-
veloped into a spinal infection, Fox News 
reported. He eventually lost his job, and he 
and his wife became homeless. 

In order for Kenyon to make all of his 
doctors’ appointments, he had to rely on 
mass transit, which can be difficult for a 
man in his condition. 

But thanks to the efforts of the Geico, 
Caliber Collision, and Colorado Veterans 
Project, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization 
that hosts special events in order to raise 
awareness and funds for local veterans, Ke-
nyon was gifted a vehicle at the Freedom 
4 Miler Walk/Run in Lone Tree, Colorado.  

“[He’s] the perfect person to give it to,” 

Todd Youngblood of the Colorado Veterans 
Project told Fox 31. “They didn’t feel like 
they deserved it, they didn’t ask for it.... But 
they have reliable transportation now.”

Meanwhile, Kenyon says he is “so 
grateful” for the generosity. 

It is unclear if there are provisions to 
insure the vehicle and fill it with gas.

Community Policing 
Thanks to the intervention of three men 
in Lewisville, Texas, Police Officer Jeff 
Carey was able to safely arrest an armed 
suspect on June 22, Fox News reported. 

The Lewisville Police Department 
posted the story on its Facebook page. Of-
ficer Carey had spotted a man rummag-
ing through what turned out to be a stolen 
vehicle. When Carey approached the man, 
he ran away. 

Carey happened to spot the suspect 
again two hours later, this time outside of 
a restaurant, but when he jumped out of 
his vehicle to detain him, the suspect once 
again ran. 

It was at that point that Michael Barrera 
intervened. He saw the entire incident as 
he was leaving the restaurant, where he 
had had breakfast with his family. 

Officer Carey recalled seeing a “blur” 
on his left side as he chased the suspect. 
That “blur” turned out to be Barrera, who 
managed to tackle the suspect long enough 
for Officer Carey to complete the arrest. 

Barrera attributes his ability to capture 
the suspect to his former rugby days. “I 
played a lot of rugby in my days, you 
know, I’m a little older now, I still got little 
wheels,” he told FOX4. “It’s like a rugby 
ball, go after it. You know, the game ain’t 
over ’til it’s over.”

Meanwhile, Barrera’s uncle, who had 
been at breakfast with Barrera, remained 
with Officer Carey’s vehicle to ensure that 
it was not stolen. 

“I wouldn’t want nobody to steal some-
thing out of my vehicle if I leave the door 
open, you know, so that was my instinct to 
stay behind,” he told FOX4.

According to the department’s Face-
book post, a third unidentified man also 
helped chase the suspect. n

—Raven ClabougH

THE GOODNESS OF AMERICA
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1619A Vital Year in the History of Virginia 

Jamestown, Virginia, was the first English foothold 
in the new world, and the year 1619 featured three 
events there that changed the path of this country's 
future.

by Steve Byas

F or 13 years, until the arrival of the 
English Separatists known as the 
Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock in what 

is now in Massachusetts in 1620, Virginia 
was British America. Yet, while almost 
every child has heard of the Mayflower that 
brought the Pilgrims, very few Americans 
can name any of the three ships that carried 
the 105 English settlers to Jamestown, Vir-
ginia, in 1607. (They were the Discovery, 
Godspeed, and Susan Constant.)

Yet, the centrality of Virginia in Amer-
ican history is profound. The first cash 
crop of English America (tobacco) was 
developed there. A Virginian, George 
Washington, was the commander-in-
chief of the Continental Army. Another 
Virginian, Thomas Jefferson, was the 
principal author of the Declaration of 
Independence. James Madison, yet an-
other Virginian, made such extensive 
contributions to the Constitution that he 
rightly deserves the title of “father of the 
Constitution.” 

Four of the first five presidents of the 
United States were from Virginia.

But the Virginia colony, a commercial 
venture by the London Company, with 
a charter from the British government, 
barely survived. A previous effort to es-
tablish a colony in 1587 at Roanoke Island 
in what is now North Carolina had already 
failed, with the apparent loss of all lives. 
(The exact reasons remain a mystery.)

Then, in 1619, three separate events 
occurred that were critical in shaping the 
history of Virginia, and indeed of British 
America as a whole. For it was in that year 
that 90 women arrived from England, en-
suring that the colony’s economy would 
consist of settlers, not just traders; the first 
Africans arrived, permanently changing 
the course of American history to the pres-
ent day; and the establishment of the first 
colonial assembly, consisting of an upper 
house of the governor and his council, and 
a lower house, called the House of Bur-
gesses, established the right of Virginians 
to rule themselves on many important mat-
ters, notably in the area of taxation.

The power to determine the amount and 
types of taxes through the elected represen-
tatives of the colonists was just one among 
the bundle of rights enjoyed by English-
men at the time known as “the rights of 
Englishmen.” This guarantee, that a man 
would enjoy all of these “rights” as though 
he were still living in England, no doubt 
contributed to the growth of Virginia, and 
eventually all the British Colonies on the 
Atlantic coast of America. The rallying cry 
of the American Revolution would be “No 
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Virginia history, American history: For more than a decade, Virginia was English America, and it 
would remain the preeminent colony and later state for the better part of two centuries.
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taxation without representation,” when the 
British Parliament moved to directly tax 
the colonists without their consent.

After the Spanish failed in their attempt 
in 1588 to invade England with their sup-
posedly Invincible Armada, King James I 
opted to challenge the Spanish claims to 
the east coast of North America, arguing 
that the English had a better claim, based 
on the 1497 voyage of James Cabot for 
England, when Cabot had sailed from 
Bristol, England, to Newfoundland. James 
granted a charter, a written agreement 
stipulating certain grants and rights, to the 
London Company in 1606. The charter al-
lowed settlement in a block of land one 
hundred miles square, located somewhere 
between 34 and 41 north latitude. A sec-
ond charter in 1609 expanded the grant of 
land to include not only 400 miles along 
the Atlantic coast, but also “from sea to 
sea, west and northwest.”

Jamestown Survives
Early difficulties threatened the 
survival of the tiny settlement 
named for the king. For one 
thing, the government of the 
colony was in the hands of the 
London Company, which di-
rected the colonists to hunt for 
gold, rather than begin farm-
ing the land. Add to that that 
there were no skilled farmers 
in the first boats, and half were 
“gentlemen,” minor nobles 
who did not believe in working 
with their hands, and disaster 
seems to have been a foregone 
conclusion. 

The colonists soon faced 
starvation. Some even resort-
ed to digging up corpses in 
an effort to survive. One man 
murdered his own wife, then 
cut her into pieces and salted 
her. When his crime was dis-
covered, he was burned at the 
stake. It is no wonder that it was 
more than a decade before any 
other women chose to come to 
Jamestown from England.

Several circumstances com-
bined to nearly cause the settle-
ment to be aborted in its infancy. 
Swarms of mosquitoes emerged 
from the swamps around James-

town, and a resulting malarial outbreak 
killed many. A journal by one of the settlers 
in the summer of 1607 details the grim his-
tory of those first few months: “The sixth of 
August there died John Asbie of the bloody 
flux. The ninth day died George Flower of 
the swelling. The tenth day died William 
Brewster of a wound given by the savages.” 
Another colonist recorded similar recollec-
tions of the difficult time, writing, “There 
were never Englishmen left in a foreign 
country in such misery as we are in this new 
discovered Virginia.” Within six months, 
more than half the colonists were dead.

Those whom the settlers called “the 
savages” were the indigenous tribe led by 
Chief Powhatan. The Indians contributed 
both to the death toll among the English, 
and to their survival. Powhatan’s daughter, 
Pocahontas, took a liking to the English, 
bringing them corn and even warning the 
colonists of an impending attack by some 

Indians who resented what they consid-
ered an intrusion into their homeland. Her 
eventual marriage to tobacco planter John 
Rolfe produced years of improved rela-
tions between her people and the English. 

Before meeting and marrying John 
Rolfe, however, she had developed a 
friendship with one of the colony’s first 
leaders, John Smith. At only 28 years of 
age, Smith ordered the able-bodied men, 
regardless of social status, to go into the 
fields and work, or they would be cut off 
from all food from the common store-
house. The London Company had estab-
lished a system of communal ownership 
of the land, where each settler was to work 
according to his ability, and take from the 
common storehouse, according to his 
needs. Such a system — like all socialist 
arrangements — was, of course, doomed 
to failure, resulting in Smith’s changes.

One planter, Ralph Hamor, offered an 
explanation: “When our 
people were fed out of the 

common store, and labored 
jointly in the manuring of 
the ground, and planting 
corn, glad was that man that 
could slip from his labor, 
nay the most honest of them 
in a general business, would 
take so much faithful and 
true pains, in a week, as 
now he will do in a day.” It 
is a lesson that many of our 
modern politicians and their 
socialistic supporters seem 
to have forgotten — if they 
ever knew it.

In the meantime, Smith 
obtained corn from the In-
dians. Chief Powhatan liked 
the houses the English built 
for themselves, and traded 
corn to get them to build 
him one like theirs. After 
Smith returned to England, 
the colony still seemed 
doomed, but it didn’t floun-
der. Two reasons have been 
suggested for its survival. 
First, Sir Thomas Dale be-
came governor of the col-
ony and ended the practice 
of putting all the produce 
into a common storehouse. 
Despite Smith’s harsh edict 
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Place names: While Virginia was named for Queen Elizabeth (the Virgin 
Queen), the first settlement was named for King James I, who granted a 
charter to the London Company in order to challenge Spain in North America. 
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— if a person would not work, he would 
not eat, even using flogging to encour-
age work — force still did not solve the 
problem of slackers. Instead, under Dale, 
each man was allotted three acres of land 
to cultivate and reap as he saw fit. The 
amazing result was a rapid increase in the 
production of food.

Dale promulgated a very harsh law 
code — which would be greatly miti-
gated in 1619 by the first elected as-
sembly in the colony — which included 
the death penalty for swearing, for un-
licensed trade with the Indians, and for 
anyone rebelling against the rule of the 
governor (they would be broken on the 
wheel). Attendance at worship services 
of the established Anglican Church was 
required, with persistent non-attendants 
facing a hangman’s noose. Yet, despite 
these harsh laws, Dale’s decision to allow 
each settler to farm his own land and keep 
its produce resulted in a predictably more 
prosperous colony. 

Thus, the second reason the colony 
survived: Rolfe experimented with grow-
ing tobacco. Tobacco eventually became 
the great cash crop of Virginia — and it 
would not have come about if Dale had 
not already ended the communal system 
used before his governorship. Rolfe would 
have had no incentive to experiment with 
tobacco under the communal system.

The Arrival of Women
By 1619, Virginia had survived for 12 
years, but the men had become restless. 
Obtaining a wife among the local Indi-
ans may have worked for Rolfe, but the 
other men were not so fortunate. They 
made their agitation — lack of women to 
marry — known to the London Company, 
which understood this was a situation in 
need of rectifying, not just for the sake of 
the men, but for the long-term permanence 
of the colony.

Ninety women, carefully selected, were 
recruited and sent to the New World to 
provide wives for the men. To be eligible 
to marry one of these women, the colonist 
had to agree to pay the company’s inves-
tors 120 pounds of tobacco to cover the 
transportation costs across the Atlantic. 
Next, a man had to gain a woman’s con-
sent. Within a month of their arrival, all 
the women were married, with some mar-
rying the day they got off the ship. 

Now, the institution of home and fam-
ily — long understood as the cornerstone 
of civilization — was planted in English 
America. 

Bernard Bailyn, writing in his book The 
Barbarous Years on the peopling of Brit-
ish North America before 1675, said the 
London Company understood the need 
for women in the colony to tie the men’s 
minds to Virginia “by the bonds of wives 

and children.” An investment was there-
fore made by the owners of the Company 
to subsidize the shipping of “young hand-
some and honestly educated maids … to 
be disposed in marriage to the most honest 
and industrious planters.” 

According to Bailyn, most of the 
women were orphans in their early 20s, or 
perhaps their late teens, and unemployed. 
How “handsome” they were is uncertain, 
and subjective in any case, but many did 
have some tentative ties to minor nobility. 
One, Katherine Finch, whose mother and 
father were both dead, was the 23-year-old 
sister of the king’s crossbow maker. She 
was also a relative of Sir Edwin Sandys, 
one of the leading men of the colony. An-
other of the prospective brides was Joane 
Fletcher, a 25-year-old widow and the 
daughter of John Egerton, a gentleman. 
Of the 57 out of 90 women whose iden-
tities and circumstances were recorded, 
in only five cases was it clear that both 
parents were still living. They apparently 
were women with poor prospects in Eng-
land, and became aware of the offer of a 
life beyond the ocean by the advertising 
campaign of the company.

AP Images

Success after socialism: English 
America’s first cash crop was tobacco. 
John Rolfe grew the crop on his own land 
after Governor Thomas Dale ended the 
communal system, giving each colonist 
his own land to develop as he saw fit.
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The company also provided the women 
with “clothes, bedding, food, and other sup-
plies and gave instructions for their careful 
treatment upon arrival in the colony,” Bai-
lyn wrote in his book. The company also al-
lowed some of the less well-to-do colonists 
to repay the company on credit. 

The women came from all over Eng-
land, with about one-fourth to one-third 
coming from around London. The remain-
der came from 19 of England’s 39 coun-
ties. Four women came from Wales.

Wherever they came from, without 
them it is quite possible the colony would 
have eventually failed. After their arrival, 
the level of civilization improved mark-
edly, a testimony to the importance of the 
institutions of monogamous marriages and 
the family to the improvement of a society 
as men tend to act nobler and kinder in the 
company of women.

Creation of the Assembly
The second historic event of 1619 was the 
creation of a representative body known 
as the House of Burgesses. The London 
Company directed that each of the 10 chief 
settlements, known as “burgs,” elect two 
representatives to join with the governor 
and his council (chosen in England) to pro-
vide self-rule for the colony, making it the 
first such representative body in English 
America. Significantly, in line with their 
possession of all the rights of Englishmen 

as though they were still living in England, 
they were given the same right as Parlia-
ment to determine the level of taxation. 

Not surprisingly, the representatives 
proudly kept their hats on as they entered 
the Jamestown Church building where 
the first meeting was held on July 30, 
1619, adopting the custom of their Brit-
ish counterparts in Parliament. Paul John-
son described the scene in his A History 
of the American People: “Their first task 
was to go over Dale’s Code, and improve 
it in the light of experience and popular 
will, which they did, ‘sweating and stew-
ing, and battling flies and mosquitoes’ .… 
Thus, within a decade of its foundation, 
the colony had acquired a representative 
institution on the Westminster [English 
Parliament] model. There was nothing 
like it in any of the American colonies, 
be they Spanish, Portuguese or French.”

The upper house consisted of the gov-
ernor and his council, the latter chosen by 
the company, one of whom was Rolfe. The 
decisions of the council were made by 
majority vote, not by arbitrary decisions 
of the governor, although if the vote in 
the council resulted in a tie, the governor 
could cast the deciding vote. The council 
also served as the General Court, which 
heard cases arising under the law, drawing 
freely from the common law of England.

The lower house, the burgesses, was, 
James Horn writes in his book 1619, “un-

questionably a representative body.” 
According to Horn, the assembly had 

four principal tasks before them: to review 
the charter, laws, and privileges; to recom-
mend which of the instructions granted to 
previous governors “might be conveniently 
drawn up into laws”; to consider private 
issues; and to determine which petitions 
should be drafted and sent to London for 
the company’s consideration.

The assembly also enacted regulations 
concerning contracts and the production of 
crops such as corn, hemp, and silk. Other 
laws dealt with idleness and drunkenness. 
No doubt vividly aware of the importance 
of continued good relations with the Indi-
ans, who outnumbered them greatly, the 
assembly expressed a policy of maintain-
ing the peace with them and promoting 
“the conversion of the Indians to the Chris-
tian religion.” Realizing that such a policy 
might not be successful, they kept Dale’s 
harsh penalties in place for providing weap-
ons to their indigenous neighbors.

The effort to maintain peace and strive 
for the conversion of the Indians and the 
prohibition on trading firearms seemed 
prudent policies, for less than three years 
later, on Good Friday, 1622, Chief Ope-
chancanough (brother of Powhatan, who 
died in 1618), launched a surprise and si-
multaneous attack on the several villages 
of Virginia Colony, killing more than 300 
colonists. Only the warning of Chanco, 
an Indian who had become a Christian, 
to colonist Richard Pace, who passed the 
warning onto the governor, avoided per-
haps the total extermination of the colony.

After only six days of work, the first 
meeting of the assembly was adjourned 
by Governor Sir George Yeardley, having 
successfully launched English America’s 
first representative government.  

First Black Africans 
About a month later, Yeardley became the 
largest purchaser of black Africans, al-
though these men and women became in-
dentured servants rather than slaves. Rolfe 
reported to Sir Edwin Sandys, a fellow 
member of the council, this third impor-
tant event of 1619 on August 20: “A Dutch 
man of war of the burden of 160 tons ar-
rived at Point Comfort, the commander’s 
name Capt. Pope, his pilot for the West 
Indies one Mr. Marmaduke, an English-
man.... He [Pope] brought not anything 
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The building of Jamestown: The Jamestown settlers had to construct their village from scratch, 
while fighting off disease, hunger, exposure to the elements, and often hostile Indians. 
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but 20. And odd Negroes, which the Gov-
ernor and Cape Merchant bought for vict-
uals.” Fifteen of the arrivals were obtained 
by Yeardley for his 1,000-acre plantation. 
As Paul Johnson observed in his A His-
tory of the American People, “These men 
were unfree though not, strictly speaking, 
slaves. They were indentured servants.… 
White laborers arrived from England 
under the same terms, signing their inden-
tures, or making their mark on them, in 
return for passage to America. But in prac-
tice many indentured men acquired other 
financial obligations by borrowing money 
during their initial period of service, and 
thus had it extended.”

The “politically correct” insist that these 
black Africans were not really indentured 
servants, but rather slaves from the begin-
ning. A recent example of this assertion — 
that the first African arrivals were slaves, 
not indentured servants — happened in 
February of this year. Virginia Governor 
Ralph Northam, appearing on CBS This 
Morning with journalist Gayle King, said, 
“We are now at the 400-year anniversary — 
Just 90 miles [from] here in 1619, the first 
indentured servants from Africa landed on 
our shores in Old Point Comfort, what we 
call now Fort Monroe, and while…” before 
being interrupted by King, who interjected, 
“also known as slavery.”

Northam opted to say, “Yes,” rather 
than give King a history lesson. 

Leslie Harris, a professor of African-
American history at Northwestern Uni-
versity, retorted, “An indenture implies 
two people have entered into a contract 
with each other, but slavery is not a con-
tract,” which is true as far as it goes, but 
Northam’s initial statement was more 
historically accurate. In 1625, the blacks 
were listed as servants, just like the white 
servants, in that year’s census. No laws 
covering the institution of slavery in Vir-
ginia existed until the 1660s. 

Some have argued that the blacks were 
slaves because “they weren’t paid.” Actu-
ally, lack of monetary compensation does 
not make a person a slave, as many people 
volunteer all the time to do uncompensat-
ed work for others. What makes a person 
a slave is the lack of choice, even if the 
person is paid (which slaves sometimes 
were, actually). 

Historian Edmund Morgan, writing in 
American Slavery, American Freedom, 
asserted that the legal status of these first 
blacks in Virginia was no different than that 
of the white servants (which was admittedly 
not all that good). Seven years was the legal 
limit to the amount of time that an inden-
tured servant could be held by a planter, and 
the indentured servant was granted 50 acres 

of land upon release. It is not certain what 
the ultimate fate was for the estimated 30 
or so Angolans who became indentured in 
1619. No doubt, some did not live until the 
end of their contract, but apparently some 
did obtain their 50 acres.

The introduction of the Africans into 
Virginia certainly led to eventual outright 
slavery, but there was nothing “peculiar” 
about the institution, as some like to say, 
calling slavery America’s “peculiar insti-
tution,” or even its “original sin.” Histo-
rian Kenneth Stampp even wrote a book 
entitled Peculiar Institution: Slavery in 
the Ante-Bellum South. But the fact is, the 
ugly practice of slavery was neither “pe-
culiar” nor “original” to English America, 
or the later United States. 

George Mason Economics Professor 
Walter E. Williams (who is of black Afri-
can ancestry himself) took on this assertion 
directly in his syndicated column in May. 
“The favorite leftist tool for the attack on 
our nation’s founding is that slavery was 
sanctioned.… Slavery is one of the most 
horrible injustices,” Williams wrote, “but 
slavery is by no means peculiar, odd, un-
usual or unique to the U.S.” Horn, in his 
book 1619, wrote, “By the time the first 

Skill set: The Jamestown settlers constructed 
a building for a local Indian chief in exchange 
for food.
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Africans arrived in Virginia, half a million 
slaves had already been shipped across the 
Atlantic to work in Spanish America and 
Brazil [Portugal’s New World colony].”

As Williams explained, slavery had ex-
isted for centuries, in all parts of the world, 
long before its existence in colonial Vir-
ginia. The exact history of the origins of 
slavery in Virginia is somewhat a mystery, 
but the arrival of the first black Africans in 
1619 did set the stage for its important role 
in American history.

Most histories mention that it was a 
Dutch ship that brought those first blacks 
to Virginia in 1619, citing Rolfe. But it ap-
pears that Rolfe may have been mistaken, 
although that ship and another ship had ap-
parently sailed from a Dutch port in 1619. 
Historians now believe that two English 
pirate ships had seized a Portuguese ship 
in the Gulf of Mexico, then transported the 
cargo, which included African slaves taken 
from what is now Angola, to Jamestown.  

In the summer of 1619, these two ships, 
the White Lion and the Treasurer, captured 
the Portuguese vessel, the São João Bau-
tista, taking 50 men and women off the 
ship. The White Lion arrived in Virginia 
first, soon followed by the Treasurer, both 
desperate to unload their stolen cargo, as 
there was no market at that time for Afri-
can slaves in England. 

The problem complicating the transac-
tion was that there were no laws covering 
actual slavery in the colony — and there 
would not be any such laws for 40 more 
years — instead, there were only laws cov-
ering indentured servanthood. But, because 
the colony was in desperate need of more 
workers at the time, Yeardly and Abra-
ham Peirsey traded supplies for the slaves, 
which they then made indentured servants. 

Indentured Servants or Slaves?
While no doubt an unpleasant arrangement 
for the indentured servants, indentured ser-
vanthood was not slavery, and it is historical 
ignorance to say that it was. The master in 
an indentured servant situation owned the 
servant’s labor, but not the person, as is the 
case with outright slavery. An indentured 
servant could look forward to his freedom 
from the contract and his own land, while 
a slave’s status was for life. Finally, an in-
dentured servant’s children were not born 
into that status, but a slave’s children were.  

Interestingly, one Angolan, Anthony 
Johnson, not only survived his time of 
indenture, but became a tobacco planter 
himself upon his release. He married a 
female black servant and by 1651 he not 
only had a 250-acre farm, he also had five 
black indentured servants of his own. In 
1654, one of these servants, John Casor, 

demanded his release and went to work 
for Robert Parker, a free white man. John-
son argued that Casor’s time had not ex-
pired, and he won a lawsuit against Parker 
to regain the services of Casor. 

The court punished Casor by extending 
his indenture for life, ironically making 
a former indentured servant from Africa 
(Johnson) among the first, if not the first, 
slaveowner, in Virginia. But this was mere-
ly a court-ordered case of involuntary ser-
vitude. It was not until 1670 that the colo-
nial assembly enacted laws permitting any 
free person — white, black, or Indian — to 
own a black person as an outright slave.

It is also quite possible that some black 
indentured servants, who were almost all 
illiterate, were tricked into having their 
terms of indenture extended beyond the 
limit of seven years, even to life. But be-
fore the 1670s, it appears that most plant-
ers preferred indentured servants from 
England, rather than African slaves. 

One question that has challenged his-
torians is the question of whether racism 
preceded or followed slavery. Strong ar-
guments have been made on either side 
of that question, but one can reasonably 
surmise that racist assumptions were cer-
tainly part of the “justification” for the en-
slavement of human beings of a different 
skin color. Whatever its exact origins in 
Virginia, the growth of slavery illustrates 
the reality of Lord Acton’s maxim: Power 
tends to corrupt. Giving power over anoth-
er human being — in either a master-slave 
relationship, or in a government official-
citizen relationship — can lead to great 
abuse, as history has shown.

These three important events — the 
arrival of 90 women, the establishment 
of the assembly, and the introduction of 
the first black Africans into the colony — 
without question, make the year 1619 one 
of the most critical years not only in the 
history of Virginia, but in the history of 
the United States. n

“No taxation without representation”: The 
first meeting of the Virginia Assembly — 
commonly known as the House of Burgesses 
— convened in the summer of 1619. It 
established the principles of self-government 
deep into the DNA of colonial Americans, 
including setting their own tax rates. 
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Arming Teachers
In the wake of the 2018 school shooting 
in Parkland, Florida, President Trump fa-
mously advised “arming teachers” to deal 
with school shooters, but the suggestion 
sent the anti-gun crowd into a tizzy. The 
left-wing activists who make up the base 
of the Democratic Party openly mocked 
the suggestion of teachers being armed, 
and many weak-willed Republicans tried 
to distance themselves from the concept. 
Deep Blue New York State even just re-
cently passed a law that explicitly prohib-
ited teachers from being armed. But Fox 
News reported on July 6 that roughly 30 
Utah teachers attended training put on by 
law-enforcement officials about how to 
use firearms to properly respond to active 
shooter situations. Utah permits licensed 
gun owners to carry concealed weapons in 
public schools. Teachers who are licensed 
thought it would be a good idea to get 
some group training on how to most ef-
fectively respond to a scenario in which an 
active shooter targets their school. Local 
law enforcement was more than willing to 
step up and provide training because, as 
Utah County Sheriff Mike Smith told Fox 
News, “If teachers are going to be bring-
ing firearms into schools, let’s make sure 
they know how to handle them safely.”

The training was held in a warehouse 
that resembled a school but also contained 
a shooting range. Teachers were instruct-
ed on both basic marksmanship skills 
and also where to place their shots on the 
body of an active shooter. Attendees also 
received training on emergency medical 
procedures for dealing with the type of 
traumatic wounds one might encounter at 
a mass shooting, such as how to properly 
pack an open wound and tie tourniquets. 
Fox News reported that at least half of 
the teachers who attended brought their 
own firearms and had positive things to 
say about the training. The training has 
grown so much in popularity that there is 
a waiting list to attend. And graduates of 
the course were quick to tout the benefits 
of the instruction. Nancy Miramontes, a 
school psychologist, told the Associated 
Press, “I know how to protect myself and 
my students now; I know what to expect 
if the worst happens.”

Carrying Father Saves Son
In a story out of Des Moines, Iowa, the 
local CBS affiliate reported on July 3 that 
a father was able to successfully save his 
son from a would-be carjacker using his 
concealed-carry firearm, without even fir-
ing a shot. The incident occurred as the 
father and son were going out for a day of 
fishing together. The two were getting into 
the father’s truck around 5 a.m. when a 
man with a criminal record made his move. 
When the 10-year-old son climbed into the 
truck’s passenger seat and was getting his 
seatbelt on, his father, Bret Ratkovich, ran 
back to grab something from the garage. 
That was when the suspect, later identi-
fied as Steven Wayne Six, made his move. 
Six, who has a long rap sheet for crimes 
such as burglary, allegedly ran up to the 
truck in an attempt to steal it. Ratkovich 
spotted the man and ran to confront him 
at the truck. 

Ratkovich recalled the incident for 
KCCI news and explained that Six, who  
was “kind of down low, goes to pull up, 
looks in (and) sees my son…. I come 
around the corner … pulled [my gun] and 
told him to get on the ground.” Ratkovich 
says that Six, in an act of desperation, tried 
to claim that the two were acquaintances. 
“He’s like, ‘Hey, I’m Steve. Don’t you re-
member me? I’m Steve…. And I was like, 
‘Dude, I’ve never met you in my entire 
life.’” Ratkovich also said Six tried escap-
ing, but Ratkovich was able to detain him 
long enough for the police to arrive, which 
he said felt like an eternity. “He did get on 
the ground. Then he got back up. Then he 
got back down…. He tried to escape at one 
point. He came at me multiple times where 
I could’ve then defended myself with my 
firearm.” 

Ratkovich’s son, Logan, told KCCI 
news that he locked the truck’s doors as 
soon as he saw Six coming up the drive-
way. “He was walking exactly to me…. I 
locked the doors when he was just enter-
ing the driveway and my dad came from 
inside the garage and defended me with 
his gun.” When authorities arrived, Six 
was taken into custody and later charged 
with attempted burglary. Law enforcement 
lauded Ratkovich for his brave actions and 
his composure, which prevented the situ-

ation from becoming violent. “The privi-
lege of carrying a handgun comes with a 
lot of responsibility…. That’s where the 
police department always puts their em-
phasis and [Ratkovich] checked all the 
boxes,” Des Moines Police Sergeant Paul 
Parizek told KCCI news. 

Ratkovich did go fishing that day with 
his son, but they ended up only catching 
a small bluegill, which did not match the 
excitement from their early-morning ex-
perience. 

A Sanctuary City  
for Gun Owners?
The Associated Press reported on July 8 
about the desert town of Needles, Califor-
nia, which recently declared itself a “sanc-
tuary city” for gun owners. Though the 
term “sanctuary city” is most commonly 
used to describe Democrat-controlled mu-
nicipalities that refuse to cooperate with 
the federal enforcement of immigration 
law, Needles is firmly within the hands of 
Republican politicians and what they’re 
seeking sanctuary from are California’s 
strict gun laws. Needles is a small town 
of roughly 5,000 residents, and it borders 
Arizona and is only a few miles from 
Nevada, so it gets a lot of visitors from 
other states. The Needles City Council is-
sued a resolution that directed the city at-
torney to draw up a resolution asking the 
California legislature to grant gun owners 
who are licensed in other states reciprocal 
carry rights in Needles. The resolution was 
unanimously passed and contained word-
ing declaring Needles a “2nd Amendment 
Sanctuary City,” though there won’t be 
any legal changes unless the state gov-
ernment agrees with the city attorney’s 
request, which political observers say is 
highly unlikely.

Needles City Councilman Tim Terral 
sponsored the resolution, but was upfront 
about its dim prospects. He explained that 
the title was meant to highlight the hypoc-
risy of Democrats who refuse to comply 
with immigration law but express outrage 
at the prospect of noncompliance with 
gun-control laws. n

 — PaTRiCk kRey

“... the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”EXERCISING THE RIGHT
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Reparations Won’t Mend 
the Past, but They Might 
Buy Some Future Votes 
Item: The New York Times for June 
18 reported that “with the support of a 
string of 2020 Democratic presidential 
candidates,” the idea of “reparations for 
African-Americans is gaining traction 
among Democrats on Capitol Hill, where 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi backs the establish-
ment of a commission that would develop 
proposals and a ‘national apology’ to re-
pair the lingering effects of slavery.”

On the presidential campaign trail, 
noted the Times, “most of the leading 
Democratic candidates — including [Sen-
ator Cory] Booker; Senators Bernie Sand-
ers, Kamala Harris and Elizabeth Warren; 
and Representative Julián Castro — have 
embraced [some type of reparations]…. 
But even backers of reparations acknowl-
edge that there is no set definition about 
what it actually means, and that creating 
a plan for reparations on a national scale 
would be extraordinarily complicated.”
Item: On May 23, Patricia Cohen wrote 
in the New York Times that the attaching 
of “a dollar figure to a program of repara-
tions resembles a ‘Wheel of Fortune’ spin, 
with amounts ranging from the piddling 
($71.08 per recipient under [James For-
man’s 1969 “Black Manifesto” plan] to the 
astronomical $17 trillion in total.”
Item: Among those attending the June 19 
hearing by the House Judiciary Subcom-
mittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights 
and Civil Liberties on legislation to es-
tablish a reparations commission was Ta-
Nehisi Coates, whose 2014 essay in the 
Atlantic calling for reparations has been 
credited for reviving the issue. His piece, 
“The Case for Reparations,” argued this 
action would drive a “national reckoning 
that would lead to spiritual renewal.” Vox, 
in a lengthy article on June 19, pointed to 
the impact of the Coates essay and also 
to “a new wave of activism around racial 
inequality and increased calls for repara-
tions from black activists,” including the 
Movement for Black Lives in 2016.
Item: The website for the American De-

scendants of Slavery declares: “If Amer-
ica truly hopes to heal from the tragedy 
of slavery and the systemic racism that 
followed, the country will need to pay a 
multi-trillion dollar debt to American de-
scendants of slavery in the form of both 
cash payments and large scale programs” 
— cash payments to the tune of about  $2.6 
trillion — and reparations “should come 
in the form of a large cash payment to Af-
rican Americans,” as well as “debt free 
college, home ownership assistance, busi-
ness financing support, fully endowing all 
historically black colleges (and incentiv-
izing those schools to admit descendants 
of American slavery), guaranteed govern-
ment contracts for black businesses, and 
free medical care.”
CorreCtIon: With all of the pressing is-
sues facing us today, mandating reparations 
for slavery that ended in this country many 
generations ago — and was prohibited na-
tionally by the 13th Amendment in 1865 — 
should be very low on the list.

Let’s be clear: Criticizing reparations is 
not an excuse for the evil of slavery. But 
it does recognize reality. It also takes into 
account the myriad difficulties relating to 
the nebulous eligibility for such payments; 
the infeasibility of such massive outlays 
(up to $17 trillion or more at a time when 

the U.S. budget is $4.7 trillion, with $3.6 
trillion in revenues); and the lack of fair-
ness about who should be responsible for 
paying the bill. 

The fact that multiple Democratic pres-
idential candidates publicly favor some 
(often vague) idea of reparations says 
more about their current eagerness to buy 
votes than it does about making amends. 

In the meantime, consider two promi-
nent Democrats who are not (at least at 
this writing) on board. As one has put it, 
he finds it 

hard to find a model in which you 
can practically administer and sus-
tain political support for those kinds 
of efforts. And what makes America 
complicated as well is the degree to 
which this is not just a black/white 
society, and it is becoming less so 
every year. So how do Latinos feel 
if there’s a big investment just in 
the African American community, 
and they’re looking around and say-
ing, “We’re poor as well. What kind 
of help are we getting?” Or Asian 
Americans who say, “Look, I’m 
a first-generation immigrant, and 
clearly I didn’t have anything to do 
with what was taking place.”
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Slavery reparations: Democratic presidential aspirant Senator Kamala Harris wants reparations 
for blacks in the form of universal policies, instead of direct payments. Maybe she feels guilty 
because one of her ancestors was a slaveholder, a claim her father says is unambiguously true.



Another was more blunt, declaring to a 
home-state newspaper:

I do not buy the concept, popular in 
the ’60s, which said, “We have sup-
pressed the black man for 300 years 
and the white man is now far ahead 
in the race for everything our society 
offers. In order to even the score, we 
must now give the black man a head 
start, or even hold the white man 
back, to even the race.” I don’t buy 
that. I don’t feel responsible for the 
sins of my father and grandfather. I 
feel responsible for what the situation 
is today, for the sins of my own gen-
eration. And I’ll be damned if I feel 
responsible to pay for what happened 
300 years ago.

The former speaker was Barack Obama, 
speaking with the Atlantic’s Ta-Nehisi 
Coates on October 19, 2016. The other 
comments were made in September 1975 
by Obama’s subsequent running mate, 
then-Delaware Senator Joe Biden (as re-

printed in the Congressional Record the 
following month). Biden, not surprisingly, 
has not expressed himself in this fashion 
during the current presidential race, which 
is a multi-candidate sprint of Democrats to 
the extreme left. 

For most of today’s candidates, this is 
an excuse for opening up the tax sluices 
as a way to gain or keep political support. 
Kamala Harris, for example, has sug-
gested that “reparations” could be used to 
pay for mental health treatment for black 
Americans. In her words on NPR (March 
14, 2019), she said: “You can look at the 
issue of untreated and undiagnosed trau-
ma. African-Americans have higher rates 
of heart disease and high blood pressure. 
It is environmental. It is centuries of slav-
ery, which was a form of violence where 
women were raped, where children were 
taken from their parents — violence as-
sociated with slavery.” She went on: “You 
need to put resources and direct resources 
— extra resources — into those commu-
nities that have experienced that trauma.” 

Apparently one can pick a grievance, 

and the government will provide. Well, 
some hurts count more than others: There’s 
no reparations program for descendants of, 
say, vilified Chinese railroad workers; mis-
erable Italian child laborers in textile mills; 
or immigrants from Ireland who faced 
signs that declared “No Irish Need Apply.” 
On the other hand, as noted by Michael 
Tanner in National Review (online), Sena-
tor Elizabeth Warren “has extended her call 
for reparations to include Native Americans 
and members of the LGBTQ community.”

Today’s pandering grievance industry 
is flexible — and well suited for paying 
off a political base. As Senator Harris 
told a public radio interviewer, she would 
“deal with the racial wealth gap” with a 
$100 billion federal program that would, 
as described by Politico, “help black 
people buy homes.” The program would 
provide down payments and closing cost 
assistance of up to $25,000 for some four 
million homebuyers, with HUD grants for 
“families with incomes up to $100,000, or 
$125,000 in high-cost areas.”

Duke economist William Darity, whose 
work is favored by the reparations move-
ment, says there should be a cash handout 
to 30 million Americans eligible for repa-
rations — which would work to around 
$80,000 for each presumed descendant 
of ex-slaves. But the payoff should not 
just be cash, according to Darity. As 
Vox noted, the economist is demanding 
a “portfolio of reparations,” made up of 
“a combination of individual payments 
and race-targeted proposals like vouchers 
for financial asset building, free medical 
insurance or free college education for 
black people, or a trust fund exclusively 
for black Americans.” 

A critic of paying off blacks for the socio-
economic condition they find themselves 
in today is Jason Riley, a senior fellow at 
the Manhattan Institute, who observed in 
a column this spring that the condition of 
American blacks is not largely the result of 
slavery. He says that plans such as that ap-
parently favored by Kamala Harris ignore 
the progress made by blacks who were liv-
ing much closer to the slavery era. Riley 
also observed that the “soaring violent-
crime rates that produce so much ‘trauma’ 
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in poor black communities today did not 
exist in those communities in the first 100 
years after emancipation, even though pov-
erty rates at the time were much higher and 
racism was still legal and widespread.” 

Riley cites studies backing up his con-
tentions. For instance, he points to the 
findings of Harvard sociologist William 
Julius Wilson, who wrote that “in ghetto 
neighborhoods throughout the first half of 
the twentieth century, rates of inner-city 
joblessness, teenage pregnancy, out-of-
wedlock births, female-headed families, 
welfare dependency and serious crime 
were significantly lower than in later years 
and did not reach catastrophic proportions 
until the mid-1970s.” 

Asks Riley, pointedly: “Did the ‘legacy 
of slavery’ and Jim Crow skip over a cou-
ple of generations and then reassert itself 
in the mid-1970s? Or is it possible that 
something else is primarily responsible 
for the outcomes we see today?”

Riley, as it happens, is a black man. So 
is Burgess Owens, a Super Bowl champion 
with the Oakland Raiders and the author of 
Liberalism or How to Turn Good Men Into 
Whiners, Weenies and Wimps; his great-

great-grandfather came to America in the 
belly of a slave ship and became an entre-
preneur. Owens also describes himself as an 
“entrepreneur who has lived the American 
dream.” He has written about how he does 
not want “free stuff” from “progressives” 
that was taken from others. In a Wall Street 
Journal article in May (also the written tes-
timony he made before the House Judiciary 
Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil 
Rights and Civil Liberties on June 19), 
Owens blasts the reparations movement 
for conveniently forgetting “the 150 years 
of legal, social and economic progress at-
tained by millions of American minorities.” 
He goes further, saying that the notion of 
reparations

demeans America’s founding ideals. 
A culturally Marxist idea promoted 
by socialists, reparations denies the 
promise granted by an omnipotent 
God that we are truly equal and that 
regardless of race we are capable of 
overcoming obstacles and past injus-
tices. By indoctrinating others into 
this cynical ideology, an elitist class 
of progressives exploits past differ-

ences and ensures that they will di-
vide us in the future.

Another black man, George Mason econ-
omist Walter Williams, addressed this 
general issue in 2014, when the Atlantic 
article by Ta-Nehisi Coates was causing 
a stir. What moral principle, asked Wil-
liams, “justifies punishing a white of 
today to compensate a black of today for 
what a white of yesterday did to a black 
of yesterday?” Such actions become even 
more questionable when one’s ancestors 
were not even in this country.

Williams pointed out in his syndicated 
column that a large percentage, if not most 

of today’s Americans — be they of 
European, Asian, African or Latin 
ancestry — don’t even go back three 
or four generations as American citi-
zens. Their ancestors arrived on our 
shores long after slavery. What stan-
dard of justice justifies their being 
taxed to compensate blacks for slav-
ery? For example, in 1956, thousands 
of Hungarians fled the brutality of the 
USSR to settle in the U.S. What do 
Hungarians owe blacks for slavery?

There’s another thorny issue. 
During slavery, some free blacks 
purchased other blacks as a means 
to free family members. But other 
blacks owned slaves for the same rea-
son whites owned slaves — to work 
farms or plantations. Are descendants 
of these slaveholding blacks eligible 
for and deserving of reparations?

Yes, there are plenty of pitfalls and com-
plications involved. 

All too many seek to make Americans 
reliant on big government. At the same 
time, differences in race, ethnic back-
grounds, and sex have become tools for 
identity politics — to use a prevalent 
trendy phrase. This serves would-be po-
litical overseers. As a result, the welfare 
state is becoming the new servitude. 

Rather than digging up insoluble issues 
that will tear open old wounds, we should 
be breaking the chains of dependency. n

 — William P. HoaR
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Path to poverty: Before large-scale federal welfare, a higher percentage of blacks worked than 
whites. Then President Johnson’s Great Society program, which often paid poor black single 
mothers more than they could earn, created intergenerational welfare and generated crime.
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I t looks like Birchers are 
on Big Tech’s wrong-
think radar.

The John Birch Society had 
a post censored and monetiza-
tion of its videos suspended by 
Facebook in July for alleged 
violation of “hate speech” 
standards after the organiza-
tion encouraged its social-
media followers to obtain a 
copy of THe neW ameRiCan 
“Immigrant Invasion” edition.

Facebook removed the post 
from public visibility on the 
grounds that it “goes against 
our Community Standards on 
hate speech.”

In addition, the Facebook 
team notified JBS that its ad 
breaks have been placed on a 
30-day restriction.

Ad breaks are advertisements that publishers can choose to 
activate on videos over 10 minutes in order to make money from 
their content. With ad and other monetization methods on hold, 
JBS will lose a revenue stream for a month — and Facebook 
warned the restriction will be extended to three months if JBS 
has another Community Standards violation within 90 days.

The JBS post that prompted the crackdown was an announce-
ment of TNA’s July 8 print issue (JBS publishes TNA through 
its American Opinion Publishing subsidiary).

The issue’s cover story is entitled “Immigrant Invasion,” and 
provides the hard numbers and a deep analysis of the current 
border crisis.

Neither the article, the magazine cover, nor the promotional 
graphic posted to Facebook feature racial slurs or other demean-
ing language. The picture on TNA’s front cover is a real pho-
tograph of migrants climbing over the fence along America’s 
southern border.

Facebook’s Community Standards say the social network 
bans “hate speech” because “it creates an environment of in-
timidation and exclusion and in some cases may promote real-
world violence.”

The platform defines “hate speech” as “a direct attack on peo-
ple based on what [Facebook] call[s] protected characteristics 
— race, ethnicity, national origin, religious affiliation, sexual 
orientation, caste, sex, gender, gender identity, and serious dis-
ease or disability.”

“We also provide some protections for immigration status,” 
Facebook adds. Per the terms, an “attack” is “violent or dehu-
manizing speech, statements of inferiority, or calls for exclusion 
or segregation.”

In an article on Facebook’s 
newsroom, the company’s 
vice president for public pol-
icy, Richard Allen, accepted 
that “there is no universally 
accepted answer for when 
something crosses the line.”

“In Germany, for example, 
laws forbid incitement to ha-
tred; you could find yourself 
the subject of a police raid 
if you post such content on-
line,” Allen notes. “In the US, 
on the other hand, even the 
most vile kinds of speech are 
legally protected under the 
US Constitution.”

Allen describes immigra-
tion specifically as an issue 
that has become the subject 
of “hate speech.”

“Often a policy debate be-
comes a debate over hate speech, as two sides adopt inflam-
matory language. This is often the case with the immigration 
debate, whether it’s about the Rohingya in South East Asia … 
or immigration in the US. This presents a unique dilemma: on 
the one hand, we don’t want to stifle important policy conversa-
tions about how countries decide who can and can’t cross their 
borders. At the same time, we know that the discussion is often 
hurtful and insulting.”

He goes on to say that Facebook investigated immigration 
discussions after refugees and migrants were allegedly being 
threatened. “[We] decided to develop new guidelines to remove 
calls for violence against migrants or dehumanizing references 
to them — such as comparisons to animals, to filth or to trash. 
But we have left in place the ability for people to express their 
views on immigration itself. And we are deeply committed to 
making sure Facebook remains a place for legitimate debate.” 
But how the TNA ad in question, shown here, would qualify as 
“hate speech” is a mystery.

The Facebook VP states that Facebook is “committed to re-
moving hate speech any time we become aware of it.” Facebook 
has purged from its platform a number of personalities it con-
siders “dangerous,” including right-wing commentators such 
as Alex Jones, Milo Yiannopoulos, Laura Loomer, Paul Joseph 
Watson, and Paul Nehlen.

Facebook carried out these purges in consultation with left-
wing groups such as the Southern Poverty Law Center and the 
George Soros-funded Media Matters.

Ultimately, the censorship tactics are not surprising to anyone 
acquainted with the techniques of totalitarians. Why debate dis-
senting opinion when it’s so much easier to silence it? n

Facebook Slaps JBS With “Hate Speech” Violation 
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Because of Mueller’s rapport with the 
Washington elite, John Milkovich sug-
gests the former FBI director has been 
“an architect and willing accomplice 
to governmental corruption, chica-
nery, deception and cover-ups for at 
least the last 30 years.” He also says 
Mueller “is an ever-willing instru-
ment of Deep State dissimulation” 
and has been “plunged up to his el-

bows in corruption and cover-ups.” (2018, 205pp, pb, $18.95ea)

Robert Mueller: Errand Boy
for the New World Order

$18.95 $1.00BKRMEB DVDPPROC

There is a reason the Deep State 
globalists sound so confident 

about the success of their 
agenda — they have a secret 
weapon: More than 85 per-
cent of American children are 

being indoctrinated by radical-
ized government schools. (2019, 

68min, 1-10/$1.00, 11-20/$0.90,  
21–49/$0.80, 50–99/$0.75, 100-999/$0.70, 1,000+/$0.64)

Rescuing Our Children 
— And Our Nation — DVD

$29.95

$24.95

DVDSMVF

BKWST

$3.95

$9.95

$1.00

$21.95

BKLTTAN

APDS

DVDISDSDS

BKCEPB

Go to ShopJBS.org or call 1-800-342-6491 to order!

Learn how to avoid a couple dozen 
“tangents” that often distract mem-
bers of The John Birch Society and 
their allies from implementing the 
Society’s agenda of stopping the 
New World Order and promoting 
enforcement of the U.S. Consti-
tution. Twenty-two tangents are 
described, ranging from “The In-
come Tax Rebellion” to “Constitu-
tional Convention.” (2019ed, 52pp, 

1-9/$3.95ea; 10-24/$3.00ea; 25-49/$2.50ea; 50-99/$2.00ea; 
100+/$1.95ea)

Tangents — BOOKLET

This is a 40-part DVD se-
ries hosted by Arthur R. 
Thompson, CEO of The John 
Birch Society. This DVD se-
ries takes viewers through 
Thompson’s 2016 book, To 
the Victor Go the Myths & 
Monuments: The History of 
the First 100 Years of the War 
Against God and the Consti-

tution, 1776-1876, and Its Modern Impact. (2019, 4-DVD set, 333 total 
mins, 1-4/$29.95ea; 5-9/$24.95ea; 10-19/$19.95ea; 20+/$14.95ea)

Get equipped to dis-
cover the Deep State 
(aka the Swamp or the 
Establishment), its key 
players, its agenda, and 
how it can be stopped 
with this Action Pack! It 
contains what you need 
to educate yourself and 
your circle of influence, 

including your elected officials. (2019, $9.95ea; 2-9/$8.95ea; 10+/$7.95ea)

Myths vs Facts — DVD SET
Deep State Action Pack

Want to know the primary organiza-
tion behind the Deep State, who its 

members are, and what its goals 
are? This 26-minute DVD is an 
introduction to a new book that 
answers these questions entitled 

In the Shadows of the Deep State: 
A Century of Council on Foreign 

Relations Scheming for World Govern-
ment by Arthur R. Thompson, CEO of The John Birch Society. 
(2019, 26min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea;  
50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Crimes of the Educators reveals how 
the architects of America’s public-
schools disaster implemented a 
plan to socialize the United States 
by knowingly and willingly dumb-
ing down the population, a mis-
sion closer to success than ever 
before as schools are nationalized 
via Common Core. (2015, 368pp, 
pb, 1/$21.95ea; 2-4/$20.95ea; 
5+/$18.95ea)

In the Shadows of the Deep State: 
Destroying Our Sovereignty — DVD

Crimes of the Educators
In this trilogy, Professor Anthony C. 
Sutton presents extensive research 
tracing the support and financial 
backing of world-changing events 
by Wall Street, including the 1917 
Bolshevik Revolution, Franklin Del-
ano Roosevelt’s presidency, Hitler’s 
rise to power, World War II, and 
the beginnings of corporate social-
ism. (2018 ed., pb, 528pp, $24.95ea; 
2+/$23.95ea)

The Wall Street Trilogy: A History

http://ShopJBS.org
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